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OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF POLAR SOLIDS

I. INTRODUCTION

The infrared photon is a useful probe for exploring the large

variety of excitations of insulating solids. Data is presently so

extensive, accurate, and rich in information that theoretical descrip-

tions of fundamental processes are severely tested by such optical

experiments.

Among the more interesting regions of the infra-red spectrum

of insulators is that of the Reststrahl first discovered in quartz by

E. F. Nichols (1) in 1897. In this frequency region, crystals display

huge reflectivity over a narrow band width on the order of .01 e. v. ,

usually accompanied by structure and/or sidebands of high reflectiv-

ity (see for example, Figure 19). From the reflectivity, it is pos-

sible, with some care using dispersion relations, to compute other

optical constants of the solid.

Our basic interest lies in this frequency region and we concern

ourselves with two basic problems of optics: (1) how does electro-

magnetic radiation propagate in a medium near the Reststrahl, and

(2) how are the optical constants determined by the microscopic

properties of the medium.
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Several classical treatments of the optics of the polar solid have

been attempted. One in particular, which we will review in Chapter

II, is due to Huang (2, 3). Experiments indicate that some of the

results of this theory are very good, accounting, in particular, for

gross optical properties and for some features of the Raman Scatter-

ing spectra (4). One other commonly used method is that of fitting

the reflection to a series of oscillators. This method, although having

considerable usefulness, especially in relating the various optical

constants, has doubtful connection with microscopic theory.

In this paper, points (1) and (2) above are discussed within the

framework of the Matsubara Green's function technique (5, 6). This

work consists of five chapters. This initial chapter is primarily

introductory, discussing classical and semi-classical theories and

illustrating their results. In the second chapter we develop the model

Hamiltonian for the polar insulating solid. We also discuss here

some aspects of the Matsubara method as they specifically relate to

the present problem, leaving more detailed and mathematically more

complete developments to the already copious literature on the

subject (5, 6).

The third and fourth chapters are devoted to calculating the self

energy of the photon. In the former chapter we obtain only the lowest

order contributions to the self energy and directly obtain the disper-

sion relations for the electromagnetic modes of the solid as well as
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the complex dielectric function. In the latter chapter we explore

higher order corrections to the self energy and demonstrate their

effect on the optical properties of polar materials by calculating

reflectivities, indices of refraction and other optical constants for

several polar crystals. We compare these results with experiment.

In the last chapter the self energy of the photon is calculated on

an ad hoc basis. This procedure leads to a method for the analysis

of the optical constants from a physical standpoint.

Throughout the work, lengthy discussions of various details are

required for complete clarity of the text. But, rather than interrupt

the flow of main ideas, these discussions are left for the Appendices,

where we also include what appears to be the first microscopic

derivation of the Fr.o.hlich electron-optical phonon interaction which

follows from this work.

Huang's Theory of the Infrared Polariton

In polar insulating solids virtual photons generated by the ions

couple strongly with polarization excitations to create a new long

wavelength quasiparticle called a polariton. In the case where the

polarization excitation is an exciton, the resultant quasiparticle is

called an exciton polariton. This interaction is strongest in the

region of cross-over of the dispersion relations of the radiation and

polarization excitation. The resultant excitation with a new dispersion
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relation shows up readily in optical experiments. The phonon polari-

ton and exciton polariton are both part of the same electromagnetic

normal modes but appear in different regions of the dispersion

relations.

The description of the coupling of the radiation fields and the

lattice vibrations of an ionic crystal was first discussed by Huang in

1951 (2, 3). His treatment is given for an isotropic diatomic crystal

having a single infrared-active phonon mode. He coupled Maxwell's

equations with an equation for a classical oscillating polarization

excitation.

Maxwell's equations which describe the internal radiation fields

are
D 0) X E -a: 13 }

VB =0, Qx H = G
equations, with the constitutive relations for non-magnetic

media
_N

Tr P , B = H,
yield

E /17 P.
A good approximation for the polarization excitation is a driven

harmonic oscillator with damping.

"t e +" C2; U 7172

(I. 2)

41,

Here, (r) is the relative displacement of the positive and negative

sublattices (charge 'p), andtt is the reduced mass. This equation

describes an infrared active lattice vibration with the transverse and
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longitudinal modes degenerate at frequency 6,1 . is the ad hoc

phenomenological damping constant. The classical theory provides no

basis, other than phenomenological, for damping. We will drop the

classical damping term to simplify the discussion. The lowest order

linear polarization of the medium is given by
Erv/ tA o,

9-17-
E) (I. 4)

where n is the density of charges, It consists of a part due to the

lattice dipole polarization and a contribution which is due to the defor-

mation of the ion cores (high frequency contribution to susceptibility)

(Appendix A). If the ions were not deformable (1. e. , there were no

excitable electrons) then the dielectric polarization would be deter-

mined solely by the relative displacement between the ions. In this

classical insulating solid all electrons are assumed bound to the posi-

tive and negative ions. The high frequency dielectric constant is

assumed constant in this model. In isotropic media traveling waves

may be classified as pure transverse or longitudinal. By Fourier

time transforming and coupling Eq. (I. 4) to Maxwell's equations, we

find that the dispersion relation for the transverse modes is given by

7_ 1 (A) K

(A) 64)
(4-21c2-0 = 0

cio
(I. 5)

and for the longitudinal modes

, 2- \ (I. 6)
L4-0

L Irn e) isHere 1,3k = ck is the photon dispersion relation and 111,

the ion plasma frequency with reduced mass. The most notable change



in the dispersion relations is the gap, produced by the lifting of the

degeneracy, in which no modes exist. This is the Reststrahlen region

in which radiation incident with frequency in the gap is almost totally

reflected. The longitudinal frequencies, WL , have become more

energetic, with

60L2- = 6,001 + (I. 7)
Eco

We obtain two transverse and one longitudinal polariton branches which

replace the single longitudinal phonon branch at frequency GJo and

the transverse radiation and transverse phonon branches. The dis-

persion relation from Eq. (I. 5) is shown in Fig. 1. We see that if we

let the ion mass become infinitely large we obtain the normal photon

dispersion, i. e., the ions cannot respond. We note that the region of

crossover occurs at a wave vector which is approximately 10-5 of

the Brillouin zone.

Other Theories of the Polariton and Discussion

Huang's model has been widely used for the interpretation of

optical data. This is a result of its success in accounting for various

properties of the alkali halides and the confirmation of the dispersion

relation by Henry and Hopfield's (4) Raman Scattering experiments.

The dielectric function,

r..-, I
4. ef_fr P

a(w)
(I. 8)
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Figure 1. Dispersion relations for the polariton (solid curves).
T and L label the transverse and longitudinal branches.
The dotted lines are the transverse phonon and radiation
field dispersion relations.



may be written using Eqs. (I. 3) and (I. 4) as

Et() = 00
CA3 -iZfW

8

(I. 9)

Several modifications to this classical function have been tried

in an attempt to incorporate higher order phonon effects into the opti-

cal constants. One technique (7) is to fit optical data with a sum of

oscillators with varying oscillator strengths,

6 (60) = 60 f E (I. 10)
L (c.1/4,01-

Another method introduces a phenomenological damping constant which

may have frequency dependence

E cw) = E,
- 6o7- + ie co> 4.5

However, not only is the interpretation of Y(w) in terms of micro-

scopic physical model not clear, but the functional form of E(w) is

not correct (8).

Huang's model, in the case of zero damping, gives for the

imaginary part of the dielectric function

Ez cw) = 7r 7C(L-3 ( -41-4.%) ) . (I. 12)

In Appendix B, we show that the absorption coefficient is obtained

from C=(tA.)) and is

(.4) = c77(7,3 ) 67_ ( LID .

Similarly the index of refraction is

I1(w) =
I

L
j-

E.,t(w) + ei(1.4) 4. et ((A))

the reflection coefficient for normal incidence is

£l-(L4) 24( (I. 15)



and the conductivity is
4.9

6-1 (tA))

where R and I refer to real and imaginary parts of Eta).

Hence, the absorption coefficient is proportional to a delta

function, i. e. , absorption takes place only at the frequency of natural

oscillation of the polarization. Since ex (60) is a delta function, it

is zero everywhere but at a) _(moo When CO> 00, Cr is

zero and ER is negative since COG., Then

9

(I. 16)

n(m)) =
r

I c ) I ÷ lo-)) I =
(I. 17)

and R(w) = 1 . This condition persists until Eg.(60) becomes zero, at

which point

0 =

Solving for tA.1 we find

7... E. \=
606

But the LST relation (9) is
6o

co-ct ece

(I. 18)

(I. 19)

(I. 20)

So, the point at which ER(W) becomes zero is (31... Graphs of 11(1.1)

RCS) , and Ex(.,..) are shown in Fig. 2.

Fano (10), in 1955 and Hopfield (11), in 1958 used a semi-

classical model with a phenomenological coupling between photons of

the quantized radiation field and quantized polarization excitations to

obtain the same dispersion relation as Huang. (They actually treated

the exciton-radiation interaction, but the method is the same as for



0

a)

Et,

0

no

0

1. 0

11

ec

Gk.)
Frequency

WL

10

Figure 2. Optical constants without damping (solid line) and with
phenomenological damping (dotted line). Shown are the
real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function, the
index of refraction and the reflection coefficient. For no
damping the imaginary part of the dielectric function is a
delta function centered at Wo
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the phonon-radiation problem. ) They diagonalized a Hamiltonian

which contained terms up to quadratic in the fields.

Lucas (12), in 1967, using Kellerman's model Hamiltonian (13),

was able to derive a dispersion relation which did not include elec-

tronic contributions to the dielectric function by diagonalizing the

quadratic Hamiltonian, This model is, nevertheless, quite useful and

provides a starting point in the work presented here.

The discussion of the optical properties of the alkali halides

from two other related semiclassical viewpoints is summarized by

Maradudin and Wallis (14). They interpreted the experimental results

in terms of radiation interacting with phonons in one of two possible

ways: (1) through higher order electric moments (15), or (2) through

anharmonic coupling (16). As noted by these and other authors (18,

19, 30), the magnitude of these interactions has not been calculated

and their relative importance is unknown.

Using anharmonic coupling, Cowley (20, 21) expanded the

electric moment, which was phenomenologically coupled to the electric

field, in phonon operators. He calculated the optical constants from

the susceptibility which he found from the one-phonon Green's function.

Wehner (17, 38) generalized this approach to include contributions

from many phonon Green's functions. These results, for the optical

constants, although based on a different approach and a semiclassical
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model, are essentially identical to those presented here and will be

further discussed in Chapter IV.
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II. MODEL AND FORMALISM

The Model Hamiltonian

Of principle importance to this work is the development of a

model Hamiltonian for a polar solid. We visualize the solid as a

collection of ion cores consisting of tightly bound electrons rigidly

moving with the nucleus and some less tightly bound chemically active

electrons that can either (1) form covalent bonds leaving the ion cores

essentially neutral, or (2) participate in charge transfer, thereby

leaving the ions charged in an ionic bond. We address ourselves to

the latter case, i. e. , that situation where the effective ionic charges

are the main distinguishing source of the physical effects to be studied.

Toward the end it is ultimately useful to separate the total ion

potential into a part due to the tightly bound core and a part that is

primarily the result of charge transfer. Furthermore, the part that

is due to charge transfer is initially assumed to move rigidly with the

nucleus. We expand this charge transfer potential in multipole

moments and discard all but the monopole part.

With these assumptions we can write, within the framework of

the Born-Oppenheimer separation (22), the Hamiltonian of the solid

in the presence of an electromagnetic field

H Hy + He + Ye-rk
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where the ion Hamiltonian is
r -4 A n amb 1

H, 2-74,L P(f)
1

-3- 2
Ant'n' I P00

+Esif,>,(;)sW) 4:1 (,1

ANX PA h' Y.K>, el) crgg
QM'

+p ( is .¢1 rp
heri

Qpt, 7---xxd1/4 ..m.vvoi A), n / 0 n1/4x ..19 ; R(rIc 1:-.)ed.ryvielrsj,, (IL 2)

t"n"In the above

and

( ..;\ ) is the position of the nth ion in the 1 th

crystal lattice: ( 4r)i)

K(h)is the displacement of the ( .9 ionon

PUll is the momentum of the ( h ) ion

Eyle is the charge of the nth ion

-1V1-v is the mass of the nth ion

unit cell of the

no
ACIVNis the vector potential at the ( j2/1" ) ion site

are the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of

the ion-ion potential g(Rc)-110,)). The lattice displacement is

(1(1) r` TO) k(°)W ) (II. 3)

where R(*)(10:- -1( ) x(n) and tk() and \(.(0 are vectors to the

nth ion in the 1 th unit cell. The primes on the summation signs indi-

cate that the diagonal terms are to be excluded.

For present purposes, we will consider only the terms quadratic

in displacements (the harmonic terms). However, for later discus-

sion (Chapter IV) we will explore, in an explicit fashion, the optical

consequences of the anharmonic terms. We break the ion Hamiltonian

A")up into harmonic and anharmonic terms (V
Hz = o

AR
/ (3) +- V

( dr)
4. . ) (II. 4)
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where v(14) represents the Nth order anharmonic contribution.

It is noted, in passing, as usual the total ion-ion Born-

Oppenheimer potential is given by the Coulomb expression and the

terms in 0. Only then are the eigenvalues (phonon frequencies) the

same as the experimental. Within the framework of the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation, the ion cores will be treated according

to the usual methods of lattice dynamics. It might be commented that

we make no attempt to solve any of the problems of lattice dynamics,

although we use, at several points, the results of lattice dynamics

calculations. For discussions of modern methods in lattice dynamics,

we refer you to "Phonons" edited by R. H. W. Stevenson (23).

The electron Hamiltonian is
e
cH = Cps --=") 4 Z VO, co(lej)

L.1241

+ J (II. 5)
1.J r,;

where

i and j sum over electron coordinates

is the position of the ith electron

is the charge of the electron

W1 is the mass of the electron

The inclusion of the static lattice electron term gives Bloch states as

the basis functions for the electrons.

The dynamic electron-ion interaction is the total electron-ion

interaction with the static term subtracted out



ve7.11ioAn"
C = Z [1\7(;r1i. 'A C!» "to) 00)7

16

(IL 6)

[see also Eq. (II. 5) ] . The first term of the dynamic electron-ion

interaction expanded in the lattice displacement gives the electron-

phonon interaction

okynavv6c

Ve - ion - f'h - -two ph -1" (II. 7)

In Appendix J we will explicitly examine the ion monopole contribution

to the electron-phonon interaction.

The radiation Hamiltonian is

E L + 132-HE
,M. I? 1r

with the fields given by

rs a-t

The Matsubara Method and the Radiation Self Energy

( I I. 9)

The Matsubara Green's function technique (5, 6) provides a

method for the direct calculation of macroscopic quantities from

microscopic models of many particle systems. This mathematically

abstract formalism allows an understanding of the infrared polariton

and its associated optical properties in a way not readily obtained

from usual perturbation theory. The technique involves determination

of the Green's function for the interacting system from the Green's

function for the non-interacting system by the generation of infinite

series of perturbation terms. Individual terms and sums of infinite
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series of terms are conveniently represented by Feynman diagrams

which allow easy visualization of the structure of the perturbation

sequence. One can, for example, obtain quite quickly from the photon

Green's function the dielectric function (and hence all of the optical

constants) and the associated dispersion relation for radiation within a

medium. The formalism which enables one to determine the Green's

function has become part of the current literature and will not be

reproduced here. We merely sketch the construction of the photon

Green's function from the Hamiltonian, details of which may be found

in the above mentioned references. The transverse radiation

Matsubara Green's function is

)t-c.) (Z,-c) A> ()Z' , c)>
Here Ax0t)t) is the quantized vector potential operator at the space-

"time" point j<,--c and with polarization index X. Tr is the "time"

ordering operator. For further explanation of this expression, see

Appendix C. The perturbation sequence is commonly generated by

transforming to the interaction picture where we write

Dx; = -c-r-tAxot, t) A (-)Z? 0) 5-c >As t> )

where the temperature ST matrix is

S-T Tz E. 7C? co° VCr)olt
and may be expanded to give

rOt. ra-kr1A (II. 13)
Tz 7, )c, V(-00(t + JoV(e) Vcr9dtattl+.,.

where Vis the perturbation and the "time" dependence of operators in

(IL 12)

the interaction picture is

,CL) = CH° 1-4 I
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We substitute S into the equation for DAk >(t,x,t, and generate a

multiple scattering series. Using Wick's Theorem and the Linked

Cluster Theorem (5, 6), we may write the series as a Dyson integral
-

equation in real space. In K)1.(Aip, space the Dyson equation takes the

form

Dxx R`m(V, ti,J0

Dx")(1., 4,40 TrA,, it4,0 1)44),(, (II. 14)
lc/

where Dt
o

A ( t4,0 is the non-interacting radiation Green's function

(Appendix C). In Trx),'(,i.)it,(Wm) , called the proper self energy, are

embodied the correction terms from interactions. For long wave-

length radiation (long compared with inter-atomic spacing), the system

may be treated as homogeneous so that

Tro; (TZ 'LLAI") = TT>,),( Ct, IL.JA) . (II. 15)

One may show that the major contributions to the self energy are

diagonal in the polarization (Appendix D)

T1- ( t WrI) TrA 'ILA) (cx .
(II. 16)

From now on we will be concerned with Tr(k,lo.i..,) and IT ( wv,) ,

the transverse and longitudinal electromagnetic self energies. Using

Eq. (II. 16) for the self energy, we find that the Dyson equation

simplifies to the algebraic equation

DA (t,si Lwo + C5,;(ik w#0 Tr, 1.40 (II. 17)

Using the Feynman graph rules for the Matsubara perturbation theory

(5, 6) we illustrate this Dyson equation graphically in Fig. 3(a).

Substituting in the zeroth order transverse photon Green's



DA (1Z) i(A)) =

r\f\f1f
(o) co) T

kc ,) P) (K)

(a)

19

w) DA(kii4

v cic:uAL,) (k) Vc(IS)7L(t l:tAir) \RZ) L GOvi)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) The Dyson equation in K);44 space for the radiation
Green's function. The wavy line is the non-
interacting photon Green's function; the heavy wavy
line is the radiation Green's function; and the shaded
bubble is the transverse self energy.

(b) The Dyson equation for the Coulomb interaction.
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function (see Appendix C), we have

(?-,) ( (4). 2. "Ch -Trj ( 11) .1 1.\) r1)

The complex poles of the interacting transverse propagator are found

from the transcendental equation

This equation determines the dispersion relations and the damping for

the transverse eigenmodes. We shall see below what particular form

this equation takes in our case. To obtain the physically realizable

solution from the time ordered propagators, we analytically continue

from the discrete 6,4i, into the upper half of the complex energy plane.

CWT- - I im /A.) +IE
6-00

We note that Tr-r(--14. 140 ) = 0 gives the zeroth order case of the free
(II. 20)

field photon Green's function.

For compactness we are viewing the Coulomb interaction as a

longitudinal (L) photon propagator. Hence, similar to Eq. (IL 17),

this longitudinal Green's function has its Dyson equation

(pc,-jcii L4,) c(ic% ) + \tea() Tit TZ,Tc", -1)itA),)) (IL 21)

where VcCk.) is the bare Coulomb interaction. Fig. 3(b) represents

another algebraic equation which may be written
V(ic)

VtAtc)V (t:w,,) = (II. 22)

The pole of this Coulomb propagator gives the dispersion relation for

the longitudinal normal mode. It should be noted that V(I) iiAJA) may

be regarded as Vle-.) being dynamically screened.
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III. THE INFRARED POLARITON

The Transverse Radiation Self Energy

TWe now find an expression for Tr ) using the Hamilton-

ian [Eq. (II. 1) ] . From Eq. (II. 2) we identify the various ion-

radiation interaction terms

\e'RP /4((U) 11C,)
k

K2- ( 2!;16e2c1-2- A17 ( 3 »
,en

These functions of 1Z(f,?1) may be expanded in terms of the lattice

displacement operator [Eq. (IL 3) ]

(e,) t4)0N) )
which has been quantized in terms of phonons obtained from the lattice

dynamics specified by Eq. (II. 2). We now examine the individual

terms in lowest'order in phonon variables. Using the expression for

the quantized vector potential (Appendix C) we have

Vx = [Z. t7T:C1- v!), xe""( ").} ( '11) (III. 4)
10,

The ion momentum operator is

(!) = dKx(5)
The "time" dependence of G(K,A)r) is contained in the operator (r)

(Appendix C). Now the "time" derivative is

with

0-bicr) 53 (..c)
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The variable h3 is a phonon operator and we will call EiJ
a

v

phonon momentum operator.

In Eq. (III. 4) we expand the exponential
1r(.11(1.,)

e:II(.)1")(f,) D + Liz. 1,(i,) (III. 8)

giving rise to a series of terms. Each term in the series contains

one additional phonon operator over the preceding term and is
//1,P0A)

labeled V , where n designates the number of phonon opera-

tors. Rewriting the lowest order terms, we have now
\ A.PC1)

V.
Apci)

V= -1. X K L3 = TO
K X

v V A (" °<KX"'Cf.),
K X

where from Appendix E
A'FrI) 6..)0 k \"ro (III. 11)

v V, y j14., 6,jh `Kh

Vic (III. 12)
2- 4^)c,

where Er), is the transverse optical polarization vector, and M is

the reduced ion mass. We see that the transverse photons couple only

to those components of the phonon momentum Green's function parallel

to it. The presence of the phonon momentum operator introduces no

complexity, for the zero th order phonon momentum Green's function

is simply the phonon displacement Green's function multiplied by

invvivirt GO: as is discussed in Appendix F. Feynman diagrams for the

ion-radiation vertices are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).

The electron-radiation terms may be identified from Eq. (II. 5).

ASP (-e) -"A

Ve_ 7176- CrO

\JAI- 5 el- AAlfr,:)

(III. 13)

(III. 14)



(a)

(c)

Phonon line

A2 (I)x.-YZ

(\j\AN\71-1/2,71.

(b)

(d)
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Electron line

rki\f\-r\i\- Photon line \AAAAA/ Coulomb line
(e)

Figure 4. Feynman diagrams representing the transverse ion-
radiation and electron-radiation vertices corresponding to
Eqs. (III. 9), (III. 10), (III. 17) and (III. 18) respectively.
(a) Photon absorbed or emitted by a phonon; (b) photon
scattered by an ion; (c) photon absorbed or emitted by an
electron; (d) photon scattered by electron density;
(e) propagator lines.
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These terms describe how radiation interacts with electron-hole pairs

and the electron density in insulators. These interactions may be

rewritten with electron field operators as

ve%) C cd)-Z (P(5Z) ;ACO lt cik) k)) (III. 15)

Vt'"A7- S VI (.14 "k -CA) . (III. 1 6 )
Ik 2..-et Ch

Making use of the expansion of the electron field operators in Bloch

states of the electrons we obtain
A.P "A.? +.

V =e-R L_ v It'f'oirVA CK# C144)<1:)*
Kienn' X

e-Tz = E Cl<-1(+1 4"' C"h' CI<K>+ °<V5t.

and Cp,, are the electron Bloch state creation and annihilation

(III. 17)

(III. 18)

operators, where K and II are respectively the wavevector and band

index. The matrix elements are

yiletnIA 7:n 1h

f04 4:16.10) cto fi,,(5z)
Ay t

E
.it

v klek"vwl'AXI Z. yin yos wA'
64,63%)

cd3tc4-1e+c-nh )<) e""9 01e,, oc) (111.20)

The Feynman diagrams for these vertices are shown in Figs. 4(c)

and 4(d).

Inserting the vertices shown in Fig. 4 into the S matrix expan-

sion of the photon propagator, the transverse self energy is deter-

mined. For computational convenience, we separate the self energies

into parts determined by the electron-radiation and ion-radiation

inte ractions

(III. 19)

71- it-) 4^Jm)
-rrT
11=_RCV--,(1^)A l e ( K , (1.4 ) ( 1 1 1 . 2 1 )
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We find this advantageous since each term dominates in a different

energy region.

The lowest order transverse ion-radiation interaction terms,
,A,P

from V1...K and Vi_j< , contribute no cross terms in these interac-

tions in the S matrix. Thus the total contribution from the lowest

order terms of VI_K is
T _a A

Th,k( 4,4,) VIc4.11) \) wh) VK
where Pr( tt,,,iGor.,) is the transverse phonon Green's function

Pj (t0(40.) j =TO This expression is diagrammatically shown in

Fig. 5(a). Inserting the phonon propagator and the matrix elements

from Eqs. (III. 11) and (III. 12), we obtain

01--
4-

0,4401

(III. 22)

(III. 23)

where al, is the ion plasma frequency. This has the form of an

Einstein oscillator atop.

The contribution from the lowest order transverse terms of 4a.g.

is the infinite series

-r
".-

R '
rt n r I'

140 .V 0.1Z "'" () W
9 I.QA

(III. 24)

This expression is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5(c). We will

-rrexamine the lowest order contribution to Ilc_lt (1c..)it.0) which is shown

as the first term in Fig. 4(c). This term is evaluated in Appendix G



v JAP(1) A420) AZ(,)
v.=-R Vs.-K--- 0

(a)

rAjAvivj = cvlAr to-- +

= VIA/ + /1/111- -zV1A
+ --- 11 -AA ti

+ VvvWv-kAAp

+ /VW

ci)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 5. (a) Total contribution to /11...R c.k.)11,0v1) from the second
order terms of V I-R°

(b) The transverse photon dressed with contributions of
Fig. 5 (a).

(c) The infinite sum 7Te (1t,iw,,) from low order terms
-1k

in Ve-R°



and yields
(tw..,)1" (A.)F.

2-4 (114.0"--- E1/47-

This is the form for an oscillator at E3 which corresponds to the

production of virtual electron-hole pairs across the band gap. For

near this term dominates but provides an inadequate representa-

tion of effects in this frequency region. For a correct description

all diagrams with all the final state Coulomb interactions must be

summed to produce exciton (24) related optical effects.
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(III. 25)

The Longitudinal Radiation Self Energy

We now determine the longitudinal Coulomb self energy. The

contributions to the Coulomb propagator originate from the ion-ion

parts of the Hamiltonian. In Appendix I we determine the Coulomb-

phonon interaction
/C-*

1/§ 4 tir(d'-k- N 3 = Lo (m.26)

The superscript C stands for Coulomb. This is a longitudinal

interaction as may be seen from the factor Tc. The longitudinal

Coulomb self energy is then
L 1 ,

TT.L_Ik0.,1(-)..,) = V 1 V,,c- Pk )2. 11' a', it.4.0 (III. 27)

where PA)'0,4,) is Fj (Te.., it,..),..,) with (i=Lo . The diagrammatic

-rr L
T.representation of 11 - R. (k ;IL4vN) is shown in Fig. 6(a). Inserting the

appropriate expressions for the matrix elements and the longitudinal

propagator we obtain



(a)

-A AA
\ AlOmp mot 101/ \A/Vb.. ow. -AAAt

(b)

(d)
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Figure 6. (a) Contribution of 71-;_tR C K, itiln) to the Coulomb self
energy [Eq. (III. 27) ].

(b) The longitudinal Coulomb line dressed with the contribu-
tion of Fig. 6(a).

(c) Coulomb-Bloch state electron interaction.
(d) The infinite sum from the Coulomb-Bloch state inter-

action.
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(III. 28)

As shown in Appendix G the vertex for Bloch states emitting a

Coulomb line is

Ve-c'`Z -dt-geu rocAlis* ,(r) e''''''( 01,c- c\4 v1) c41c n kyl
clkoNvY

and is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6(c). Thus, Tre-R is given by

(III. 29)

the infinite series (summation of diagrams)
I c" -c

TTe- ()1 04) = ezro" 44) G"( , (III. 30)
/1,111

The diagrams for the series are shown in Fig. 6(d). The first term

in Fig. 6(d) is the only one evaluated and appears in Appendix G. The

result is

-Fret (1<,'w,,)_ `tire E I e-14`71

-P(er)- -C(6. w+-1 n' )

111 Clc.+1 pit + juJ,,

where -PCE10.) is the Fermi function

P(CKh) re- (3(1" -AA) + 17

(III. 31)

(111.32)

Eq. (III. 31) is by now the quite familiar electron self energy in the

Random Phase Approximation. This contribution gives (Appendix G)

(III. 33)

We note that the microscopic derivation of the FrOhlich inter-

action (Appendix 3) follows from developments similar to those leading

to Eq. (III. 28).

The Dielectric Function

If we write the interacting radiation Green's function in the
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form (5, 25)

.7- 64
D 119.0 E (III. 34)-r(k;11..) (iw0-4 (G4)1-

where EICK, iwn) is defined as the complex transverse dielectric

function, we see that the retarded pole is found by setting the denomi-

nator of Eq. (111.34) equal to zero. From this we have

CIA3DL

EcZ,w)
(III. 35)

which is the familiar dispersion relation of radiation within a medium.

The expression for the transverse radiation propagator is

I.%)2, is
(m.36

.\
)

( it/JO - 0A )7- - T( It, 0,J

Equating Eqs. (III. 34) and (III. 36), we obtain an expression for the

transverse dielectric function in terms of the transverse photon self

energy.
t2.04. ..TT-Tot,

We may similarly find an expression for the longitudinal

dielectric function

(111.37)

The dressed or screened Coulomb

(III. 38)

(III. 39)

interaction is written (26)

V(K,i19,,)
E NAJA)

From Eq. (II. 19) we have

CIZ)\/(;:16.),) =
Ve (PO Tr L ( iwps)

These expressions give for the longitudinal dielectric function

EL(Tj ; ) Vc CiA0 11- 14) r0 (III. 40)

We see that the self energies of the transverse photon propaga-

for and the longitudinal Coulomb propagator determine directly not
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only the dispersion relations, but also the dielectric functions. From

the transverse dielectric function, the other optical constants may be

determined.

The transverse dielectric function is

[ Tr R. ;
IT;_k(1C IA40] . (III. 41)

For 43"- L00(( Es , TrelIK from. Eq. (III. 25) approximates as

WP
TreT-R a-)1(40 = ZWR E13-

(III. 42)

The frequencies of interest in our calculation lie between (n) = 0

and GJe< Gt.) 44E3 We see that TTell.R remains constant in this range.

We also note that for 6.41 >> 400

T
(III. 43)

That is to say the ions cannot respond to the high frequency electro-

magnetic field as well as the electrons. The dielectric function in the

high frequency range is then

eTc Ito -n-T I -fit,

( (1.1t)2- "e"R "h)

+ "v? (III. 44)
,52-

We define this last (Ai independent expression as the high frequency

dielectric constant.

r +

Then the total dielectric function may be written

(III. 45)



2.14
= i

7
tAL )1. H 6.4)

At kJ= 0 we obtain

ET(-Z o) =

T- p- )7- 64.3 2d.._

Wo
We may then replace the plasma frequency to obtain

ET(
Co

-r
co

Em
I ; 0y-
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(III. 46)

(111.47)

(III. 48)

This is the classical oscillator form often employed in infrared

spectroscopy theory. We note for later use
T t.0 r01

1TR _ 6,3 = (m. 49)
Wia

In the longitudinal case, the dielectric function is
fe =

E
17-x- w.) -"Tre.t 't u.),) (111.50)

At (,J << E) we have (Appendix G)

fie- R

CO;

so that

L

'00,43 = )

L
H Trz_t ()

(III. 51)

(111.52)

When GJA, E we find that

` " ) (III. 53)

as for the transverse case and we can define a high frequency longi-

tudinal dielectric constant
L. = I 4- -E._

E.02-

The longitudinal function then becomes

(III. 54)

Ta. Tri_R (K,) ikiA) (111.55)
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Using Eq. (111.2.8) we obtain

,-L .2.F,

6, 19,) t.... (0

_ri
(Lw,)7-- e);:t ) (III. 56)

which has the same form as the transverse case [Eq. (III. 46) 1 .

Then we write for the longitudinal electron-radiation contribution to

the self energy [from Eqs. (III. 50), (III. 52), and (III. 54)

TreL-ROZ, k'(1- 64z
We note that from Eq. (III. 45) and (III. 54)

(III. 57)

(111.58)

for 0-%.i.J0. This relationship reflects the fact that at k= 0 (the

classical and infrared- polariton regions) the dielectric function loses

its directional character and becomes a scalar. At K = 0 there is only

one dielectric function. We call it 0, as in the classical case.

Dispersion Relations

The dispersion relations are given by the poles of the transverse

photon Green's function and the longitudinal Coulomb propagator.

For the transverse normal modes
144 Trr(r) = 0 (III. 59)

and inserting the expression for the transverse self energy [Eqs.

(III. 23) and (III. 49)

(tw07-7(r= iTTit op.),,Y-- tot

we obtain
&1/4 K )

(I (AO C L rt;; +630

(I Ea) 5
(III. 60)

(IA)1V- - o , (III. 61)

We analytically continue the imaginary frequency variable to the real

axis
hiv Z03, rA3 +
,5-4O

(III. 62)



This yields the transverse dispersion relation

Gtif

2 (4)2- + GJI)

1^) L ° et. .1 Go, 0

which is the same as the classical result.
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(III. 6 3)

For the longitudinal case, the pole is

I Vc(R%) L(IiW , (m. 64)

The longitudinal self energy is [Eqs. (III. 28) and (III. 57)

TFLO-Z itAJA)

The analytic continuation gives

(4)2- CO E
Again we obtain the classical result.

(III. 6 5 )

(III. 6 6 )

We have seen that the ion-radiation contributions gave the

form of the dispersion relations and the electron-radiation contribu-

tions manifest themselves in the dielectric function. We note that

(1) we did not need to introduce any phenomenological coupling

constants and (2) the method for including higher order terms is

evident.
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IV. OPTICAL CONSTANTS

Dominant Terms in the Photon Self Energy

Having obtained the polariton from the lowest order interactions

of our Hamiltonian we now evaluate the next higher order contributions

to the transverse photon self energy. From this quantity we can cal-

culate more realistic optical constants and obtain some information

about polariton energies, lifetimes and line shapes. These higher

order interactions are simply terms of the S matrix expansion which

we previously neglected. But we need consider only next higher order

terms from
v=

-tv, V") (IV. 1)

since the main effect of the electrons is to provide contributions to

the high frequency screening. The next order contributions to Vr_

are
"A.p.(14., h-i,

Vx Vls k,iji c)(10 1e3/
lksand

Al( a) JA1(1)
VL-g Z v

K.0.4
V!AhIj )0 3

which are obtained from the Hamiltonian, Equation (11.2) [see Eqs.
, At

(III. 4) and (III. 8) for example] . V commences with
"(3)

v (3) $ io (IV. 4)
l`J ) )

the cubic anharmonic term. The Feynrnan diagrams for these inter-

(IV. 2)

(IV. 3)

actions are given in Fig. 7.

For later discussion we label the vertices according to the

number of radiation and phonon lines entering and leaving the vertex.
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(.(s1)

Ca P) .ow.ow.

%ANVIL 17'.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7. Higher order interactions which contribute to the photon
self energy,

p(a) from v3...Fk [Eq. (IV. 2) ]
r(b) from Vx..R [Eq. (IV. 3) ]

(c) from VA'N [Eq. (IV. 4) ]

The powers of O( and (3 indicate the number of photons and
phonons involved.
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When included in the S matrix expansion these terms combine in all

possible combinations and many compete in producing the same final

state. Low order combinations which contribute to the photon self

energy appear in Fig. 8. However, the major contribution to the

radiation self energy is that illustrated in Fig. 8(e) (see Appendix K).

Diagrams such as Fig. 8(a) have been considered by other authors

(17, 38) but are not considered here. Fig. 8(e) provides the phonon

with a self energy and the interacting phonon satisfies the Dyson

equation [Fig. 8(h) ] .

PT(TZ)4^1.0 = Pr(*)(i.k,iW0 f21(')(-)LW,,) G, 7( ) ii^41) P (t) i 14i)

Solving for the phonon Green's function in terms of its self energy

and substituting into the expression for the radiation self energy

TT:7( il))i^)t0 = IL P., (t, 1,4) .fr VItA° Tr;-it (SZ,iVJA) 6)

we obtain

(IV. 5)

T
TT ( i&) t.JK) 2 I. (1 t,1,?"'" 6%41' - 2-

The phonon self
T
(K, ;c9)

4.3.02- (
2.1A.11; Z "-JK

R

energy is then [Fig. 8(e) ]

1"X 1\44;142-61z pi crz-i,;(4
iwm

This expression corresponds to the decay of one TO phonon into two

phonons on branches j and jr. For crystals with a center of inversion

symmetry, the process must satisfy the following selection rule (27).

The phonon can decay into a two phonon combination state (two

phonons belonging to different branches) but not into a two phonon

(IV. 7)

(IV. 8)
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(a)

-et

(c)

ler
0°.

(e)

(b)

0

(g)

(d)

(f)

P(K) iwn) = P.`,.°)c)itA),)+ Pr(? (1",

(h)

Figure 8. (a)-(g) Low order correction terms to the photon self
energy.

(h) Feynman graph for phonon Dyson equation
[Eq. (IV. 5)].
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overtone state (two phonons belonging to the same branch).

We may use the term represented by Fig. 8(e) as a basis for

the inclusion of higher order phonon corrections. Some of these

are represented by the diagrams in Fig. 9(a).

It is convenient at the point to introduce the two-phonon Green's
co

function P (x,Ki;y, , where x represents the space-"time" point
,(K,T) and we have suppressed the branch indices. In terms of its

lowest order contributions we write this function in real space

[Fig. 9(b)]

Pc.a(X)X';,y),Y0 = P(x)X') PV,

l'ot,4.)P(t)x91,2t-E'Pty,)Re', y) V (t) -V) \/()
(IV. 9)

where V( -e) represents the anharmonic interaction, Coalescing the

end points of the two phonon Green's function we obtain [Fig. 9(c) ]

P(2")(X) X') = pcx,o r()(1,x) , , (Iv. 10)

We see that the lowest order term in Eq. (IV. 10) [first term on right

of Fig. 9 (c) ] is exactly the expression represented by Fig. 8(e).

For our long wavelength phonons the system appears homogeneous

giving

P pc, )c) = r)(x- )c) . (IV. 11)

Using Eq. (IV. 11) the Fourier coefficient is
pc2.)(m ccAy, ei1c.(x-K9 pc1)((...

= rotx ei k r (x-x9 P oe- (IV. 12)

where K represents (t,iwv,) . Fourier transforming the one phonon

Green's functions we obtain

P(7-)(y.) = P(9) 1'(i -1) (IV. 13)
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Figure 9. Two phonon Green's function.

(a) Higher order corrections to phonon self energy with
structure of Fig. 8(e).

(b) Two-phonon Green's function expansion.

(c) Two- point two- phonon Green's function expansion.
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or, in terms of (K, it...0
t2) -f ( , )0,),,) = Z

1

(3 L P(9 1 k.,..-) PC-41,1t4.,- 1' ki,,,) +., . (IV. 14)
1 6.4,..,

We are now in a position to utilize two phonon Green's function

in our theory. The phonon self energy in Eq. (IV. 8) may be written,

including the higher order terms described by Fig. 9(a), as

Ez a.(1-;' 2. Pet ;(4,,,) +, (IV. 15)

Various calculations of the anharmonic coupling coefficient have

appeared in the literature (28, 29) and from its form we may deter-

mine that VKi is a slowly varying function of . We will, there-
,C3)fore, replace Vri by an average value over ".'9 V,K°) This

averaging process also ignores selection rules involving reciprocal

lattice vectors and hence crystal symmetry. Then the self energy

becomes

or

Tot,m.,) v1:3))2' (E 'r Pct, 4,1,0 EL/3v,-; wh,) t,
11,4m

Vr.3(12-= (Kik-J.0 .

(1)
The two phonon Green's function P

of its spectral function (5, 6)

P =
( et. c) At I)

(1K )

CO

Then the imaginary part of the phonon self energy is, after analytic

(IV. 16)

may be written in terms

(IV. 17)

continuation,
(3) 2. (

) (04 A L.,1) (IV. 18)

The objective will be to use whatever existing lattice dynamics
(2.) ...s.

data are available to the author. This primarily consists of /..\

So, within the objectives stated, Zlita;),,) , the real part of the
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phonon self energy will not be calculated directly, but will be obtained

from E-x. (1, 04) with the use of the dispersion relations (Appendix L)

T c GLA' z. (t
24 KO-) -rr Ws t..1 (IV. 19)

The spectral function, At-4( LAJ) , is related to the two phonon

density of states ()(2)(.4) ,

e
0.4(4

= A
(2,c,.,Y)w) (IV. 20)

Since optical processes involve wavevectors near zero, compared

with the Brillouin zone boundary, we need only P (10:0 , which

is to say, the two phonons generated from the third order anharmonic
(2.)

A
.

interaction have equal and opposite wavevector. ( w) is

equal to the two phonon optical density of states

(tDaptic&I = "'A( 01)

A(1)(t= 0 L.4) (IV. 2.1)
Moreover, because of the selection rule in centrosymmetric crystals,

the two phonons generated (in a combination state) must be from

different branches. The quantity we are seeking is exactly the

"combined density of states" calculated by Karo et al. (30) using the

method of Johnson and Cochran (31). We will denote this quantity by
CL)

Ac, (KZO,t4) where c means combined. By combined, we mean that

this quantity is calculated from two phonon combination states and the

overtone states are explicitly excluded.

The net result of a photon absorbed by an optical phonon which

decays via the anharmonic interaction is either to create two phonons,

leading to a sum band, or create one phonon and destroy a second

phonon leading to a difference band. The latter process is negligible
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with respect to the former at low temperature and is neglected in.

(

Karo's calculation of /A Therefore, this calculation does

not contain the difference bands.

Using the expression
CTS

we calculate the photon self energy and the optical constants.
(3)

anharmonic matrix element V14

(IV. 22)

The

is chosen as a constant parameter

which is varied to obtain a best fit.

For reference we explicitly display all of the optical constants,

except n and R, in terms of the phonon self energy. We leave out the

index of refraction and the reflection coefficient since they are com-

plex algebraic quantities. The dielectric function takes the form

WI;
E 40) = Ea> 6.11 (AP-- b07,-- ik).471,0..)) k)1-

(IV. 23)

\)1°- J22i; ( CO4 Vx 0-)
Er C - " [4-'1" 4^).3 t 1 7 2 L ° Li)) [2 4") eV% C 014(IV. 24)

and the conductivity is
60 02-

143 k-P 1 ks..> Z4 IL( LAO/ Gdi

Results

-r
1.(l'it4).1 (IV. 25)

The combined density of states of Karo et al. (30) for NaCI,

KC1, LiF and NaF are shown in Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13. These

curves are calculated from the method of Johnson and Cochran (31)

at a temperature of 90°K. The two sets of data for LiF and NaF
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1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
Frequency (10-2 eV)

5. 0 6. 0

Figure 10. Combined density of states curve (sum bands only) for
NaCI at T = 90°K [ from Karo et al. (30) 1.
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4

1.0 2.0 3.0

Frequency (10-2 eV)

4.0 5.0

Figure 11. Combined density of states curve (sum bands only) for
KCl at T = 90°K [from Karo et al: (30) ].
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correspond to two lattice dynamics calculations with different values

for the effective charges on the ions.

Using the input parameters of Table 1 the optical constants were

calculated by varying the anharmonic coupling constant and the results

are illustrated in Figs. 14-25. The theoretical curves were calcu-

lated on a CDC 3300 computer and displayed on a Tektronix Graphic

Computer Terminal equipped with a Hard Copy Unit. In these figures

we either show the result of varying the anharmonic coupling on the

optical constants or compare the calculated results with experimental

quantities. Besides the reflection spectra we examine the imaginary

part of the dielectric function and the index of refraction.

Shown in Fig. 14 are a set of NaCl reflectivities for various

anharmonic coupling in order to show the results increasing the

effects of the phonon decay process.

To obtain the calculated results which are the "best" we fit the

height of the reflectivity maximum. The other optical quantities were

then calculated, We obtained the side bands in the reflection spectra

characteristic of the alkali halides for NaC1, KC1 and LiF. But for

NaF, no satellite is calculated no matter which of the two NaF

densities of states is used (Figs. 23, 24).

Discussion

The qualitative agreement of the optical constants calculated
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Table 1. Polar Solid Constants* (56).

Solid E.,, tk..)-r-

(10
-2

eV)

LOL

(10,z eV)
I \/1.') 2-

NaCI 2.25 2.04 3.26 0.006

KC1 2. 10 1. 76 2. 65 0.0013

LiF 1. 92 3.81 8. 38 0.007

NaF 1.70 2. 95 5. 13 0.01

Constants include value of anharmonic coupling coeffi-
cient which best reproduces height of reflectivity maxima.
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0
0 1. 0 2. 0

Frequency (10-2
3. 0

eV)
4. 0

Figure 14. Calculated reflectivity curves for NaC1 for
anharmonic coupling parameter values of
0, O. 006, O. 008, and O. 01.
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0 1.0 2.0 3.0

Frequency (10-2 eV)

4.0

Figure 15. Calculated imaginary part of the dielectric
function for NaC1 for anharmonic coupling
parameter values of 0.006 (lower curve with
higher peak) and 0.008.
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1. 0

0

0 1.0 2.0 3. 0

Frequency (10 -2
eV)

4. 0

Figure 16, Calculated reflectivity for KC1 for
anharmonic coupling parameter values
of 0, 0.001, and 0.002.
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Calculated (dotted line) and experimental reflectivity
for LiF. Experimental values from Jasperse (33) at
T = 85°K and calculated values from the second set of
data of Karo et al. (30) (dotted line, Fig. 12) with
anharrnonic coupling parameter value of 0.007.
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0 1.0 2.0
Frequency (10 ®2 eV)

3.0 4.0

Figure 18. Calculated (dotted line) and experimental index of refraction for KCl. Experimental
values from Johnson and Bell (29) at T = 300°K and calculated values for anharmonic
coupling parameter value of 0.0013.
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Frequency (10-2 eV)
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Figure 19. Calculated (dotted line) and experimental reflectivity for KC1. Experimental values
from Johnson and Bell (29) at .T = 300°K and calculated values for anharmonic coupling
parameter value of 0.0013.
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Figure 20. Calculated reflectivity for KC1 for anharmonic
coupling parameter value of 0.005 which shows a
hint of a second side band near 2.75 x 10 -2 eV.
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Figure 21. Calculated (dotted line) and experimental imaginary part
of the dielectric function for NaCL Experimental values
from Burstein (56) and calculated values for anharmonic
coupling parameter value of 0.006.
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100

ode

I

2. 0 4. 0 6. 0 8.0 10.0

Frequency (10 -2 eV)

Figure 22. Calculated (dotted line) and experimental index of
refraction for LiF for anharmonic parameter value of
0.007. Experimental values at T = 300°K from
Gottlieb (54).
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Figure 23. Calculated reflectivity curves for NaF (input was
solid line of Fig. 13) for anharmonic coupling
parameter values of 0, 0.01, 0. 03, and 0. 1.
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60

Figure 24. Comparison of effect of different densities of
states input for NaF reflectivity calculation. Dotted
and solid lines correspond to dotted and solid lines
in Fig. 13. The anharmonic coupling parameter
values are 0. 01 and 0. 03.



Frequency (10 eV)
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Figure 25. Experimental and calculated reflectivity for NaCl. The
circles represent the data of Czerny (37) and the solid
curve is the reflectance of Mitsuishi et al. (55) at
T = 300°K. The dotted lines are the calculated reflec-
tivity for anharmonic coupling parameter values of
0.006 (upper curve) and 0.008.
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from Karo's two phonon density of states with experimental curves is

reasonable. We choose to fit the height of the reflectivity maxima

since we feel that the reflectivity is the most accurate experimental

quantity available. The absorption is often times calculated from

transmission experiments in which account must be taken for

scattering, reflection and absorption.

We note that quantities directly related to the phonon self

energy, e. g. , the dielectric function, do image somewhat the entire

two phonon density of states. The reflectivities show, in general,

one large peak and, as in the case of KC1, a hint of a smaller side

band (Fig. 20). Notice that the first side band in this figure is some-

what like the experimental (Fig. 19), but the main peak is overdamped.

It may be possible to directly analyze the optical constants in

terms of critical point behavior as is done by some authors (30) but,

due to the many contributions from the neighborhood of the critical

points, and the complex manner in which they contribute, this method

is difficult at best. Peaks may appear with no apparent explanation

and contributions are washed out. As an example see Fig. 21 near

1.0 x 10-2 eV. The data shown, which is smooth near that frequency,

is Burstein's (56). Karo (30), however, shows structure in his

experimental conductivity at 1.0 x 10-2 eV. The conductivity is

simply related to the imaginary part of the dielectric function [Eq.

(I. 16) ] . In this example there is no one to one correspondence with
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the conductivity and the density of states at low frequency, as Karo

notes, but the present calculation reproduces some structure in that

region. We recall that the real part of the phonon self energy is an

integral over the imaginary part of the self energy for all frequencies.

Figure 25 shows the experimental and calculated reflectivities

for NaC1, We obtain one side band at 3. 0 x 10 -2 eV, whereas Czerny

(37) obtained one band at 3. 3 x 10-2 eV. Recent experimenters

[Mitsuishi (55), in particular] have obtained two side bands at the two

frequencies above. Berreman (32) reproduces the side band at 3. 0 x

-
10

2 eV with a model containing surface roughness. We will discuss

this situation further in Chapter V.

To be able to include any general higher order effect we would

need to use a lattice dynamics calculation for the evaluation of the

phonon self energy. Non-phonon higher order effects may be

included through the photon self energy, e. g. , higher order electron

effects (which may be necessary for doped compounds), disordered

lattice effects, etc. The calculation should also include the difference

bands, which were not used here.

An appealing feature of the model presented here is its ability

to provide a comprehensive basis for the explanation of a wide variety

of experiments on polar solids. We have obtained the optical con-

stants, the polariton dispersion relation and the FrOhlich interaction.

The polariton damping function and the Raman scattering cross
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section are also readily calculated. These will be the objectives for

future studies.

The polariton damping function, which is a function of g, is

(Appendix M)

64-11[6:.W_63(r7-, -I1-2.(;):E1-31IC,W414-2-4`)X-r")")77-; (K) = (IV. 26)

where 60r is the polariton frequency, i. e. , the root of Eq. (III. 63)
It 2-

601-7- 7- t,,f-r (t) = (--EL.") J

4, 1-
4.(t.ov-cec:

C; ° 6 eab
and the radiation frequency is

CA-4. C K

it,er--)1A);) and Zi.iO4)

(IV. 27)

(IV. 28)

are the real and imaginary parts of the

phonon self energy. For the full expression for 1--4.(1Z) see Appendix

M. This form differs from phenomenological polariton damping

functions used in recent calculations. For example some authors (34,

35) use an expression first derived by Loudon (36)

r(k) = SOZ) r(I)
whereS(t) is the "phonon strength factor"

IZp 630C4),,
5(c) [4,020 Gsao-

and t1(14Z) is the phonon damping function (34)

wr)

(IV. 29)

(IV. 30)

(IV. 31)

The above equations give for the phenomenological damping function

(Av.

CA) 1!.

(A), = &3 (TC) (IV. 32)

The Raman scattering cross section for incident light of fre-

quency 6), such that j>> W» CA)0 is proportional to the polariton



spectral function Arr(11, w) (Appendix. N)

cfri-c\O^)) 12. jor
0.(Ww0(-04' ),(14-14.1)(A)-1-PUK!) 11(iN) +44) Yl(-1.00.1

Arrx 4-14; 4\i -kife) Ln( WK.) 11(w -14

is given by Eq. (N. 12),

2.,/,4 Tr; (k,

LWZ -NV- 2-44 irlk (14,w)] 2- +1 2. 6,111 TT:r CL, IA)]

where Alr(-1,,,w)

Air 14-) L.-)
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(IV. 33)

) (IV. 34)

and Tr(L) is given by Eq. (IV. 7).

We mention the related model of Cowley (20, 39) and Maradudin

and Wallis (14, 40). Using the interaction

V = (IV. 35)

where 4 is the macroscopic dipole moment of the medium and E is

the electric field, the susceptibility may be written as a dipole

moment correlation function (38)
r°

Xkl(4)'Z kV 1.+ e
wt-E e (t) < [ >, nA): og> (IV. 36)

where OW is the step function. The dipole moment is expanded in

phonon operators and the susceptibility is expressed as a phonon

Green's function, which in cubic crystals takes the form
qiedfronic L //11 (4 Aj) O

where j sums over the branches, Mx is the coefficient of the linear

(IV. 37)

term (in phonon operators) in the expansion of MA and "Tis the

volume of the unit cell.

The generalization of Cowley's theory by Wehner (17, 38)

allows for the inclusion of higher order phonon effects.

In Cowley's theory, and its generalization, anharmonic inter-

actions modify the phonon Green's function and give structure to the
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optical constants which are determined through the susceptibility.

Cowley's model has several features in common with the model

presented here, but the relationship to the polariton formulation is not

evident. The polariton theory allows for a natural inclusion of higher

order radiation, phonon and electron effects. For example, the higher

order electron terms may be reformulated in terms of excitons or

plasmons depending on the frequency region of interest. It is not

clear how these modifications could be included in Cowley's work

since his is primarily a macroscopic theory.

Both Cowley's theory and the polariton theory presented here

require the same lattice dynamics results which are separately

obtained. We have employed the somewhat dated published results of

Karo. Although new results no doubt exist, we have no access to

them. In order to calculate the real part of the dielectric function (or

susceptibility) the Ai term of the Hamiltonian {Eq. (II. 2) must be

included. ER(IC,Iwv,) is used to determine the index of refraction

and the reflectivity. Cowley phenomenologically includes a term in

the susceptibility which apparently accounts for the /..\ term. Lastly

we note that Cowley directly calculates the real part of the phonon

self energy from a principle parts integral since he has an explicit

formula for the self energy, whereas we obtain it from the dispersion

relation of the imaginary part.
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Anisotropy may be included in the theory to account for various

polarizations of the incident photons by either (1) explicitly including
-s.

a tensor interaction in place of the A.', term
A.P 2- "2\e c Ax(-W)) Txx SKx(i)v&- -ty,xx n

or (2) considering reciprocal lattice vectors (and hence crystal

(IV. 38)

structure) in the model for the anharmonic interaction. We will

examine some of the consequences of (1). Assuming the above, in

cubic crystals the dielectric function can be shown to be of the form

exc,w) _2.4.01 (- Tx 11 --t
L 2.. k.),11 2. co 0,6)) 2.4 ])

(IV. 39)

This form is like that of Cowley (20) and Maradudin and Wallis (40)

which give a dielectric function (in our notation)

electronic ti-Tr Z
Ex = CA NV GO I. 1,,N7C; - 2.4.001 0,14)

(IV. 40)

A physical interpretation of the tensor interaction could include a

more detailed radiation- phonon interaction since the incident photons

interact with an ion which is a complex interacting system in itself.

Since the electromagnetic interaction is a local interaction, radiation

cannot interact with an entire ion. In fact TA); may represent a

vertex at which electron-hole pairs are created and a phonon ejected.
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V. ANALYSIS OF REFLECTION SPECTRA

Ad Hoc Combined Density of States

In addition to the above calculation an attempt was made to

reproduce the optical constants, the reflectivity in particular, by

constructing an ad hoc two phonon combined density of states from a

sum of gaussians. This calculation lends itself to important physical

interpretation as will be seen below. The phonon self energy is

taken as
)Z, (.0) = I4 I A (..0.,w)

where the spectral function is given by

and where a., b., andWL were varied to obtain a best fit to the
1 1.

(V. 1)

(V. 2)

experimental reflectivity. The factor 102 was included so that the

anharmonic coupling parameter used would be of the same order of

magnitude as those employed with Karo's data.

Results

The results of using the ad hoc combined density of states for

NaCI and LiF are illustrated in Figs. 26-28. The values of the four

sets of adjustable parameters used in Eq. (V. 2) which gave the best

fit to the experimental reflectivity are shown in Table 2. We note

that with no combined density of states function (1143))2. = 0) the

imaginary part of the dielectric function is a delta function and the
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Figure 26. (a) Ad hoc combined density of states for NaC1 con-
structed from Eq. (V. 2) with parameters given in
Table 2.

(b) Reflectivity produced using the ad hoc combined
density of states of Fig. 26(a).
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Figure 27. (a) Imaginary part of dielectric function and
(b) Index of refraction for NaC1 calculated using
ad hoc combined density of states shown in Fig.
26(a) (sum of all four gaussians).
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Frequency (10
_2
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Figure 28. (a) Ad hoc combined density of states for LiF con-
structed from Eq. (V. 2) with parameters given in
Table 2.

(b) Reflectivity produced using ad hoc combined density
of states of Fig. 28(a).
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Table 2. Ad Hoc Combined Density of States Input Parameters.

Anharmonic
Solid Coupling

I vls(3)
12_

Peak Height
i a.

z

Width
b.

(10-2 eV)

Location
CUL

(10-2 eV)

NaCI 0.01

LiF 0.0075

1 1. 0 O. 75 3. 85
2 0. 5 O. 05 2.85
3 1. 0 0.05 3. 30
4 1. 0 0.05 3.85

1 1. 50 2. 0 9. 0

2 0. 10 0.3 5.6
3 1. 75 0. 3 6. 7

4 1.00 0.3 9.0

Which best match experimental reflectivity; see Eq. (V. 2). The
polar solid constants of Table 1 are also employed in these
calculations.
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reflectivity equals one in the Reststrahlen region (Chapter I). The

solid line in Fig. 26(a) represents the single broad gaussian which

gives the loaf-shaped solid line in Fig. 26(b). Added to this broad

"background, " one at a time, are three sharp gauss fans, each of

which gives a peak to the combined density of states curve and a hole

to the reflection spectrum. The first line in Table 2 lists for NaCI

and LiF the values for the broad background gaussian. The next

three entries are the values for the sharp peaks in order of increas-

ing energy. The hole produced by each peak occurs at the same fre-

quency as that peak and increasing the magnitude of the peak deepens

the hole. The addition of each sharp peak does not alter previous

peaks but only adds a spike to the broad gaussian background. Fig.

26 actually represents four separate computer runs. The spike at

3. 85 x 10-2 eV (Fig. 26) is not seen in the reflection spectrum since

the reflectivity is near zero at that frequency.

In Fig. 27 the imaginary dielectric function and the index of

refraction are illustrated for the sum of four gaussians of Fig. 26(a).

We note that the sharp peaks are clearly evident on the broad back-

grounds in Fig. 27 and make the comment that the dielectric function

and index of refraction image the prominent features of the combined

density of states.
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Discussion

We now discuss the results of using the ad hoc gaussian com-

bined density of states. We first note by way of examination of Fig.

27 that the experimental structure in the index of refraction curves of

Figs. 18 and 22 (KC1 and LiF) may be due to prominent features in

the combined density of states. We also note, however, that the ad

hoc combined density of states which we constructed for NaC1 gives

no structure at low frequency (Fig. 27) as in Fig. 21.

The NaC1 reflection spectrum contains two peaks (Fig. 25). It

is plausible that if the longitudinal frequency were shifted to higher

energy then sharp gaussians could be placed in an ad hoc combined

density of states and the two experimental reflectivity peaks could be

reproduced. This question should be resolved by a better lattice

dynamics calculation.

The most prominent correspondence in the case of LiF is the

peak in the combined density of states curve at 6. 7 x 10-2 eV and

the dip in the reflectivity at that same frequency. A smaller dip near

5. 6 x 10-2 eV is provided by a small addition to the combined density

of states at 5. 6 x 10-2 eV.

The important physics that the constructed combined density of

states allows us to glean is that the individual peaks in that quantity

provide not only peaks in the dielectric function, index of refraction

and absorption, but also dips in the reflectivity. The interpretation
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is that the peaks in the two phonon combined density of states cor-

respond to phonon transitions which may be identified from phonon

dispersion curves. One TO phonon decays to two phonons on differ-

ent branches with total wavevector near zero. The gaussian peaks,

which are summed in the ad hoc combined density of states, are

essentially "oscillator" fits to the phonon transitions. The major

contributions to the transitions occur (neglecting matrix element

dependence) at the two phonon critical points (58), i. e. , where there

are two single phonon critical points (gradient of phonon dispersion

curve is zero) at the same point in the Brillouin Zone but in different

branches, or where the gradient of the phonon dispersion curves for

two branches are equal and opposite. We may then understand the

optical constants in terms of phonon dispersion curves and quickly

obtain some lattice dynamics information from the experimental

optical constants. The shape of the dips in the reflectivity (and of

the peaks in the combined density of states) may be associated with

the shape of the critical point regions. In this work we have modeled

a two phonon combined density of states from only four gauss ians and

were able to readily identify the corresponding structure in the optical

constants. In reality a multitude of contributions to the combined

density of states washes out the sharp prominent peaks and makes

clear identification from experiment more difficult.
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We now give an example of the possible identification of features

in the reflectivity due to particular phonon transitions. The phonon

dispersion curves for NaCl and LiF are given in Fig. 29. In Table

3 we list the sharp peak locations in the ad hoc density of states and

the likely transitions (summation bands only for low temperature)

identified from the phonon dispersion curves.

We make some final comments on the general shape of the

reflectivity produced by the ad hoc combined density of states. When

the ad hoc combined density of states consists of only the broad

background gaussian the optical constants are somewhat like those

produced by a phenomenological damping constant [Eq. (I. 3) 1 . In

the case of NaCl the broad background gaussian gave a rounded loaf

shape to the reflectivity, whereas in the case of LiF, two main humps

in the background (Fig. 28) gave the reflectivity a more square shape.

Thus, by an examination of the reflectivity for MgO (33) we may

predict that its combined density of states will have two main humps

(as for LiF), one near 8. 3 x 10 eV and a second one, whose loca-

tion is difficult to determine since the reflectivity goes to zero in its

vicinity (Fig. 28). In addition we expect a small peak near 7.2 x

10-2 eV. With a knowledge of the phonon dispersion curve we could

identify these transitions.
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Figure 29. Phonon dispersion curves for (a) NaC1 (57) and (b) LiF (28) along the major
symmetry directions.
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Table 3. Summation Processes Contributing to Ad Hoc Combined
Density of States.

Solid
Peak
-2

(10 eV)

NaCI ** 2. 85

3. 30

3. 85

LiF*** 5. 6

6. 7

Location

L
K
X

ri, X

K

K
L
L

L
r K

P K
X

9.0 X

Contributing Phonon
Pairs

(10-2 eV)

S urn

(10-2 eV)

TA(1. 3) + TO(1. 7) 3. 0

TA(1. 3) + TO(1. 7) 3. 0

TA(1. 0) + LA(1. 7) 2. 7

TA(1. 95) + LA(0. 85) 2. 80

LO(3. 25) + TA(0. 05) 3. 30
TA(1. 3) + TO(1. 3. 2

TO(1. 7) + LO(2. 2) 3. 9

TO(1. 7) + TA(2. 15) 3. 85
TA(1. 3) + TO(2. 7) 4. 0

TA(2. 7) + TO(3. 0) 5. 7
TA(2. 8) + TO(3. 0) 5. 8

TA(3. 1) + TO(3. 2) 6. 3

TA(2. 8) + LA(4. 2) 7. 0

LA(4. 1) + TO(5. 0 ) 9. 1

*See
reference (59) for comments on the quasiselection rules [for

crystals with a center of inversion, the decay of a phonon into two
phonons on the same type branch (both acoustic or both optical) is
a weak process. I

**

***

See Fig. 26(a).

See Fig. 28(a).
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APPENDIX A

DEFORMABLE IONS--CLASSICAL MODEL

The second term in Eq. (I. 4) is due to the deformation of the

ions. We can see this by assuming rigid non-deformable ions. Then,

the polarization for rigid displacement of the ions is

aR ) (A. 1)

where IR stands for infrared. Since the dielectric constant does not

equal one at high frequencies, we know from the classical theory that

there is an additional contribution to the polarizatiOn, which we call

-a _s

P = PR lk ±'
(A. 2)

If the rigid ion approximation is good then we expect i0 not to con-

tribute in the low frequency ( p) region. We solve for Pa. using

=En,E
= E" f y 7r Poo .

(A. 3)

So the total polarization is

Y1 &Flit
9-"Tr

(A. 4)

We have as our model of the polar medium the equation

Ll + (4: 2 (A. 5)

The polar ion is both the source of the electric field and driven by it.

The system is described by Maxwell's equation in conjunction with

the oscillator equation and the expression for P. We solve this

system of equations by Fourier transforming to W space and find that
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both terms of P have the same oscillator dependence. Hence, both

contribute in the low frequency region. Thus, our assumption about

non-deformable ions must be rejected. At high frequency the ions

cannot respond to the electric field and the polarization contains only

the high frequency part.
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APPENDIX B

OPTICAL CONSTANTS

We determine the optical constants (41, 42) in terms of the

real and imaginary dielectric functions ER and ex . In the follow-

ing, all quantities are functions of (Al

The complex index of refraction may be expressed by the

equation

( 111 =

which yields

n = T171 R E 1/2-

E7-/(14R)
The reflectivity for light normally incident on a medium of

index of refraction V1 from a medium of index of refraction equal to

one is given by the Fresnel formula as

(B. 1)

(B. 2)

(I + 01"+

Writing the expression in terms of the dielectric function

with ng

I 4- -tIE;- Es -2.0R
I q- ) + et' z ritz

given by Eq. (B. 2).

(B 3)

(B. 4)

The absorption coefficient is defined in terms of the rate of

decrease of the Poynting vector and is given by
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Acw) = c-nr
c r (B. 5)c

Finally the conductivity is related to the imaginary part of the

dielectric function

(B. 6)
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APPENDIX C

NON-INTERACTING GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

1. Radiation Green's Function

In order to discuss the radiation Green's function we quantize

the electromagnetic field. One first transforms from the fields to

the vector potential in the Coulomb gauge
.....1

i .11 ...1.

The vector potential is quantized and written in terms of the photon

(C. 1)

creation and annihilation operators 011t+-x and go. . The hermitian

vector potential operator is

A>, (3t) 17-71-CL 14 0( e
lc 14

where

We will find it more convenient to use 660, instead of G(K), and

(C. 2 )

(C. 3)

k1.

when we formulate the interactions. The polarization index is X,

0, is the polarization vector, and we use unit volume. We recall

that = ck is the non-interacting photon dispersion relation. The

non-interacting radiation Hamiltonian may be rewritten in harmonic

oscillator form

F((4. Caltxo i)
%

We define the non-interacting Matsubara photon propagator (6)

as a time ordered product of Heisenberg field operators in the follow-

ing way

(C. 4)
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1)>0; (5Z, X, t) = <TT A x(5Z ic.) e; (>1', . (C. 5)

The brackets denote a statistical average over a finite temperature

ensemble. The finite temperature Heisenberg operator is

,41,(>(,-c) = e"Aos)e'r
5

(C. 6)

where H = for the noninteracting case. The variable t ranges

from -(3 to with 0 =1*.i. We will find it convenient to Fourier

transform to wavevector space where the radiation Green's function

takes the form

DA)' ( -C) = < Tzak CT) k 'A' (6)>
Using the cyclic property of the trace, one can show that

DA); tt 3) .1% C),,o; CiZjitr.) .

Hence, one may expand the function 1)),) ( )

of the form

DA A' (k, k'1 Z ,00 e

in a Fourier series

(C. 9)

The function px,:(11,t 00,1 0 is defined on the imaginary frequency

points (AA where for bosons the variable
VtTr t. (c. lo)

The photon Green's function is diagonal in polarization indices

since for long wavelength infrared radiation the medium appears

isotropic. The propagator reflects this isotropic nature and is a

rotational scalar. In cubic crystals we may classify vector functions

as pure longitudinal or transverse, Hence, we will use the labels

L and T for the polarizations. As will be discussed shortly, we will

use only the transverse polarization. The medium appears homo-

geneous for radiation of long wavelengths, giving

Dx(g)t, s(v).) . (C. 11)
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It is the function Dx that will be calculated in the text by the

well known rules of diagrammatic perturbation theory (5, 6).

For the non-interacting Hamiltonian, we may explicitly cal-

culate the statistical average for the transverse radiation to obtain

the simple form

C'DA .0
2_ (AK

U1442--- C(4)2-
(C. 12)

The normal modes of the system of wavevector k manifest themselves

as a pole near the real axis in the imaginary frequency ( ) plane of

the function ID),(k)7). This function is the analytic continuation of

1:).\a,'IwK) off the imaginary axis into the imaginary frequency plane.

It follows that the pole is located at
(C. 13)

We analytically continue to a retarded solution in the upper half plane

i:LA. -a ÷ ;iv, i l s- 0 . (C. 14)

One finds the dispersion relation for the non-interacting transverse

case

= = C K .

We will treat the usual Coulomb interaction

°2- Ec r)\,/, 01, 31 sz 3.(11

(C. 15)

(C. 16)

as the bare longitudinal eigenmode of our system. We will interpret

the Fourier Space components as broken into a Green's function .

Vc, ) 171 )
and charged particle Coulomb matrix elements

V =

(C. 17)

(C. 18)

Now Vc,C4)1(9r) or V. (K) is considered as the non-interacting
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longitudinal electromagnetic propagator. This formalism reproduces

the usual treatments, but will allow us to consider the dynamical

transverse and longitudinal systems on a more equal footing. We note

that the propagator contains no frequency dependence. We wish, then,

to determine the full dressed longitudinal interaction V (tAhj.

2. Phonon Green's Function

HHARWe diagonalize the harmonic ion Hamiltonian, c, , con-

sisting of the ion kinetic energy with the terms quadratic in the dis-

placements. The quantized normal modes of the ion vibrations are

called phonons. We refer the reader to the article by Kwok (43) and

the book by Maradudin et al. (44) for further discussion.

We quantize the lattice displacement and write it in terms of
l

the phonon creation and annihilation operators 00,j and 61

where
, -=

1.) 1

ilviNAJ j EIJA GrJ c

64- 1)
and where is the wavevector,

LI

(C. 19)

(C. 20)

is the phonon branch index, X is

ithe polarization index, (!) specifies the n th ion in the 1th primitive

unit cell of the crystal, goivld, is the polarization vector, and N is the

number of unit cells. The position vector is

K), 0i) = (f1) # ERA, a),
nth

(C.21)

and the equilibrium position of the n ion in the 1 th cell is specified by

-!et) = ()) X 01) (C. 22)



We then obtain a harmonic oscillator form for the Hamiltonian
HHAR

= tocri 04,;i).7.3

For a diatomic polar solid like NaC1 with two atoms per unit cell, we
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(C. 23)

obtain three acoustic and three optical phonon branches (j runs from

one to six). In acoustic branch motion, the atoms move in phase and

in optical branch motion, the atoms move out of phase. The modes

which couple to the radiation are the optically active optical modes

(optical modes in a polar crystal). At the energies and wavevectors

of the crossover of the phonon and radiation dispersion relations

(103 /cm N., 10-5 of the Brillouin Zone) the optical modes are degene-

rate and practically dispersionless. We will have occasion to treat

the optical modes as Einstein oscillators with constant dispersion

for k near the Brillouin Zone center. The Hamiltonian then becomes

H. = Wa C b.;; (C. 24)

where j sums over the optical modes. The degeneracy between the

transverse and longitudinal branches will be split as the electro-

magnetic interaction is introduced.

The zeroth order Matsubara phonon Green's function is (43)

= <TT A(h) Oils) >. (C. 25)

In wavevector space the phonon Green's function is

q)1') <,-1-r $93 (t) (1 (0> .
(C. 26)

We perform the Fourier time transformation as in the photon case.

We may explicitly calculate the statistical average of the zeroth

order optical phonon Green's function to obtain



,(0)
, (9 )

114,
(it,J.,)--- 63z,-

where for the boson quasiparticle
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(C. 27)

L.rur.
CliJyt

2-

) =-" 0)+1) ,2. (C.28)

Again the retarded pole of the non-interacting Green's function gives

the non-interacting dispersion relation. We obtain for the dispersion-

less Einstein oscillators

Gt.) = Wo (C.29)

3. Electron Green's Function

The Bloch Hamiltonian assumes the following form
Bloch ??'

Ho -\7(-1,-"k0)0) )-4- 1Z e
2-r" i/v1 .11^t*,.)

(C. 30)

We introduce the one electron Green's function which describes the

free propagation of an electron from )<")0 to X, T.

6-(5t, j(1, "C) = *1-(P, 0> . (C. 31)

We will not consider electron spin. The electron field operators

9)(rk,t) and 51-65t)t) create and destroy an electron at the space-time

point X, t . The field operators may be expanded in a complete set

of electron creation and annihilation operators for Bloch states

C+ich and Cic as

= (3'()

W-(5(, 2 00, (X) Cit_t t-C)
Ikv

where the coefficients 0,4 6z) are the single particle electron Bloch

(C. 32)

state wave functions. It follows that we can write the space-time



Fourier transform as
(0) 't tJv, - 61,, -A

93

(C. 33)

This function describes the free propagation of an electron in a

Bloch state. In this expression the imaginary frequency variable

takes the values for fermions
04),, = (2rt+)) y (-4

)
The dispersion relation is

W =CK,\ -.fit. (C. 35)

The real space electron Green's function written in the Bloch

representation takes the form

11.1r- 0) (C. 34)

K.- 464) 01,, 5(-)
(34() )1 4,3 =

WA EKh -frIA
(C. 36)
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APPENDIX D

SCALAR PHOTON SELF ENERGY

The photon self energy for long wavelength radiation takes the

-1Tx CV,, I.A3n )

and the photon Green's function is

DX); (,i11`)1%) . (D. 2)

The zeroth order photon propagator (for free space) is diagonal in

(D. 1)

polarization indices and assumes the form

DC): a.) i (AO

For anisotropic media the Dyson equation becomes
(D. 3)

(D. 4)D), ID: 1)7\ -1xv DLL;
where we have suppressed the wavevector and frequency dependence.

The sum is over the polarization index P . Rewriting the equation

one has

6)% v 0: TIM)) I) XI D°

We separate TrA): into diagonal and non-diagonal components

TrA 1TX 1A Xs 1 Tr>st*IX'

where the diagonal part of the non-diagonal component yields

z7

Then the equation above leads to

(I D°A-17x) D = 6), )1/4' + 1); 11--:1) 12o;
or

DA),'
1-1

(D. 5)

(D. 6)

(D. 7)

(D. 8)

(D. 9)

The first expression on the right actually contains, an infinite number

of terms. We see that these same terms occur to higher order in the



second expression on the right. Since the self energy contains the

interactions we expect the first term to dominate

DA Dex)ts
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(D. 10)

leading to a diagonal photon Green's function expressed in terms of a

diagonal photon self energy.



APPENDIX E

ION-RADIATION MATRIX ELEMENTS

1. Evaluation of VI_
A'P

The A'! interaction is

Vlf'-11)k = AI AA Clk OA '-nv, ),( fA)A
e

E'10,
0<

96

(E. 1)

where the notation is that of Appendix C and the time derivative has

been taken as in Appendix F. We recall that K., denotes the nth ion

in the 1 th primitive unit cell of the crystal lattice. j is the phonon

branch index and

Rch= R` °'(h) 4- cs"-- (.ev)

5Z(g) +1c(h)

ziLk
1\4 tylx/717- k "r-A-rt

z ,-7
x

17
.k)s

Expanding the exponential we obtain the infinite sum

eirzI(it) c-e°)cio ca( )3

=
e', '*(6)( &)

{1 L:11, ik (teA)

(E. 2)

(E. 3)

(E. 4)



We label the terms generated from this expansion as

V" = VA P" VA1F42.)÷

The lowest order term is

I

=te-T,.17z. 1,1X kjft"
Kad

a 0<ts),
Performing the lattice sum gives

iclt+).1(t)
NCK+10

MN.

and when this sum is used in the interaction we obtain

,A,p0) 7 ,,-.1 tokiict

Vi_ ik r- to -r-F- 7L 7, z-Kx*EK,01,11--e-- 0< ,.,6+L k
kj

The dot product means that the radiation couples to a transverse
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(E. 5)

(E. 6)

(E. 7)

(E. 8)

optical phonon with the same polarization as the photon (A ). Thus

specified, we drop the sum over the phonon branches. We now have

voi
p(t)

\ e MN P..
,-

K:p 7w ) (E. 9)

Now the sum over the two ions in the unit cell becomes for

(optical processes)

7 -En -^cy, - -e, ^c 2-

littet fe17.1

with
=

Since the center of mass of the cell remains fixed in the optical

vibration (29, 44) we have

011 (f) -LV\- 2- S.k (t) r:c)
A

Inserting the expressions for cfg ',it) and using

rVI.1 1172. 60,3A = °
Our sum over the ions becomes-z"E"= r -FAT 124

/17171 .61:-t. °j'

(E. 10)

(E. 11)

the above gives
(E. 12)

(E. 13)



The polarization vectors satisfy (44)

An

and for our single polarization we find
c.113'), (532.1' )

or
E- 14#'J °,} JJ

1.\103Al2-4'ig20-pil -
Solving Eq. (E. 12) with Eq. (E. 15) for goliA and substituting into
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(E. 14)

(E. 15)

Eq. (E. 13) we obtain

" 7.2

1171-1-11 (),i A

E To
1571 `-.1`

(E. 16)

where we have defined the reduced mass
(E. 17)

and EKr is a unit vector describing the polarization direction of the

transverse optical mode. We now have

P0) s ov - 1,\ e _orN "eK
40 R

(E. 18)

For \<""'4, we also have Gc)K3----1630 , and our matrix element gives

"Atpct)12
v 1!. <.zrk)c) 1E% e,,

1\4_

(,)P

4)

where is the ion plasma frequency.

Az
2. Evaluation of

lk

The interaction is
CZfrle)a- --'

V ( v1))
2....N1,.

(E. 19)

(E. 20)



Inserting the quantized vector potential operator, we obtain

cc- 1/77)-W- "K iTZ#1(.4t)i
I-- k' Eqt'A °<k'A

Expanding the exponentials gives
ICTZ4.-T(1)11(vjei) F -

L.
=e + Lc lc+ le Tk(Qei) 4".

which generates a sum of interaction terms

Al- V A2-(1) VA7-(1)

The lowest order is
CEnef- 2.TA
264- A CI fa, E 10,

ekTZ+ -1001(1),
We perform the lattice sum rule, which is

A10)
v-z- 7.7

c iat+16 .7c (1)

and which yields

A2.0) (...e..)11\) 7 2.-Tr
Z L r, e,Olk /9( K CX+k

k
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(E. 21)

(E. 22)

(E. 23)

(E. 24)

(E. 25)

(E. 26)

An extra factor of two appears because there are two terms that

contribute to the sum

= = Cr< I

K =- =-Ikl

in Eq. (E. 2) (25)

as may be seen by expanding the operators

ions gives

IT; 211,1
= c2, e52- -te.)2-

+
it12.

(E. 27)
The sum over the

(E. 28)



using the definitions of the first part of this Appendix. Finally we

have

10) s- 1Zz 4-

x-1Z Z k.)t )

which gives

(i) 2. wittc-

100

(E. 2.9)

(E. 30)
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APPENDIX F

PHONON MOMENTUM GREEN'S FUNCTION

We show that one may use the phonon Green's function in place

of the phonon momentum Green's function when the momentum Green's

function appears in the polariton description.

The phonon momentum Green's function is defined in terms of

the phonon momentum operators and is

\x, (4,,,;!,,' 5 = T, z) -!,:30)>) (F. 1)

with Px(h)t) = eHt px(1.) e- Hr For an explanation of P( hO see

below, In the diagram technique we use the zeroth order Green's

function unless we have explicitly renormalized a particular set of

diagrams. For example, we would use P(o)-r (1c,;(4.,) , the zeroth

order phonon Green's function, whenever a phonon Green's function

was called for, Thus, we will determine the relationship between the

phonon and phonon momentum Green's functions in zeroth order. The

zeroth order equation of motion for the lattice displacement operator

is

[Act), 146AR J 5

with
WAR, 7 132(91)

44; 211111.1
(2)

(F. 2)

(F. 3)

where we have included all ion-ion interactions into Vq($01(;ILI')).

We then calculate
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[SI( 4:\ ):?"(iri)] +Z. [6k()iv(kitA)).'s&'1"))7
.erti

PI"

P () t
,LA.

(F. 4)

So, as we would expect, in zeroth order the momentum operator

takes the form

-c)

We have seen that the lattice displacement operator is

( \ t.)
to)/ 4

A $1.1 (70 e: /

All of the time dependence is contained in the operator r ("O.
1,)

The "time" derivative yields

01 Cz> wet. Ti ( )

with the phonon momentum operator

Cr) =1)66 b1:1: tr) .

The phonon momentum Green's function takes the form

ci 2 6 'AN 7jA); j7T "'Int WI) 41..)

Lls; ,,,(0,>e

(F. 5)

(F. 6)

(F. 7)

(F. 8)

4-1p 4') rJ/

with the momentum space phonon momentum Green's function

(F. 9)

Sfy (0)> <Tr 61; c-c) b/j, (0) > <TT 1).7j cc) (6)

<Tr b.f. ( (o)> (F. 10)

In zeroth order only the cross terms contribute. The phonon

Green's function is

= S' RAO, -r) crK);

Golf N2v14. 11/11' GJ13

<Ts aij (t)

vt

zm EqOA

(F. 11)
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In momentum space in lowest order, the phonon Green's function

equals the phonon momentum Green's function

<77c. tr) = <T. Tg:ti "r) rgiy (F. 12)

In the long wavelength region we have (A), 4^3t) for optical

modes. This allows us to factor Woo out of the phonon momentum

Green's function and write

(f-i!ti,z) = 'fix' (C t-) (F. 13)

That is, in the long wavelength limit we may replace the phonon

momentum Green's function by the phonon Green's function multiplied

by a constant.



APPENDIX G

LOW ORDER ELECTRON CONTRIBUTIONS

1. Transverse Polarization

Here we evaluate the first term of Fig. 4(c). It provides the

expression
1, I/Alp 11 r' /1 /01°

TTe.T. R wK) = 7P- I VKinns I L ("--(11+i)14,\-+-64.).)(-7-(7)iwn4)

1,04

(G. 1)

The labels n and n' are for the Bloch states. The Matsubara sum

over the electron Green's functions is readily evaluated using

Appendix H, yielding

Tre.1k(Z)w..1) VkA9 r"
trYti .P1

PCE-K+1) )
(A)K-J-1 E."-

(G. 2)

We use a two band model at low temperature. For photon wavevectors

near zero (near the Brillouin zone center) the electron energies

differ by

Eon Eq (G. 3)

where ej is the band gap. The electron-photon matrix element is

R
t\11ClnylVAC

1.j
x944.9(>0 e poogs,, (z) .

k

Evaluating the sum over the bands and using the fact that

TTA,P
for we obtain as the contribution to He-1z ,

17A.9 _, Z Abp 1 5 -4-
1

Tre-K ( -.)1WvA)1.: V- 1\4 E. -ic")., E.1-4-ii-J.1eicir ' C 0
The matrix element may be written in terms of the oscillator

AVP ..., V" vt g -I
Vki c v- 7- i.k- ( 1C+01 el ) < l< ti M i! 91? .-e, >,

(G. 4)

(G. 5)

(G. 6)

strengths

(G. 7)



Using the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule (45)

vl gEf A>11-

we obtain

TA.T, , Ciwp112- Wp
ic4) ZGJK (tw,\))-- Ej"

where cor is the electron plasma frequency.

Longitudinal Polarization

105

(G. 8)

(G. 9)

We obtain the electron-Coulomb contribution to the longitudinal

self energy by writing the self energy in real space and then trans-

forming to tc)11.4 space. This procedure allows determination of

the Coulomb-Bloch state matrix element. The lowest order contribu-

tion to the self energy in X)itAib, space is given by [Fig. 30(a) ]

S-017017 Vc -7(j iW,1) Ve-icp Gcy -7, et,,,,)

V e" (7) V,, 't ,
where \/(..C>,4)it,j,,,)is the Coulomb propagator, and V lt,)

(G. 10)

is the

(local) electron-Coulomb interaction. Figure 30(a) corresponds to

the entire second term of Fig. 3(b).

Eliminating the Coulomb lines to allow determination of the

self energy we obtain in K itA),., space
,d*, t (-1,9

Tre-.K(k) iwn) = Coty,4,ie- fr7 )c 7 W

(/ . L"' I 10 61v, 444_
'Wen co

V (7 )

where we have used the Bloch state representation of the electron

Green's function (Appendix C). The local Coulomb interaction is
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(a)

5ti

tor cc

(b)

Figure 30, (a) Lowest order contribution to 1Tetit

(b) Contributions to Fig. 30(a) from the sum over
the band states.



position independent (Appendix C)

V e-c(7) .

Using wavevector conservation we obtain
-Fret
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(G. 12)

rot7-ceAns ty//)e"l'idr,

iWw E vita i tAi i w - . (G. 13)
u

Evaluating the Matsubara sum (Appendix H) the self energy becomes

TretR 4'41) = 41--n-e2Z 1<-4Y11 e
-4

nie'

"P (Ek.
(G. 14)- K+1,11 4- 1 WA

We sum over the two bands of interest and at low temperature

and obtain

41--T1 [ < tr 14111>ii Fg +I

+2 <1 Y I c-)1
0

iti4
9

(G. 15)

where we have used

Ecit÷i c 1
(G. 16)

The diagrams for the two terms appear in Fig. 30 (b). Using the

fact that the generalized Thomas Reiche-Kuhn sum rule (45)

(es et) ) <3 I e
S

is invariant for K we obtain

Ecf L 9 kor,)
(./

After analytic continuation to infrared frequencies the result is

4,2Kz
ter, )

L.

1SL 41"Tr (
EL,

(G. 17)

(G. 18)

(G. 19)
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APPENDIX H

EVALUATION OF MATSUBARA SUMS

We evaluate the Matsubara sum (5, 6)

r ( H. 1)

where ,4, = vtrri./ (1 for bosons and 163,. = (21 +.0 rrL/p for fermions.

We will follow the fermion calculation which is utilized in other

appendices. We assume the function vanishes at infinity. For many

cases of interest the sum is not absolutely convergent, e. g. ,

1Wv.,

It is therefore necessary to include a convergence factor until after
W

(H. 2)

the sum is performed.

6-1 ei4.4°
iWh

We note that the function has simple poles at the points

(H. 3)

1 = (z-n+-1)-rrY. As seen by expanding the denominator, the residues

are . Then Cauchy's Integral formula applied to the contour c

in the figure yields

T 2-1T L )c, ea H
I(4.4,

We assume that the function cc., has poles in the z plane at

the points "al. We may deform the contour c through its region of



regularity until it becomes contour c°. Noting that the contour

direction has reversed, we obtain

I ( -PC) c Cci-) t=
2.-n 6 6 4. 4. )2.-rr )c e6z.4.1
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(H. 5)

But the integral on the right is equal, by the Residue Theorem, to

the sum of the residues of the function

SCE)
e

(H. 6)

We will denote these by R. Thus the Matsubara sum is given by the

sum of the residues

L rN) = t K't ,

We make a comment on Matsubara sum evaluation. Most

Matsubara sums over Green's functions may be written in the form

I1_ 6-( ,

0-1Z Acv) (Ay) ,z1(,),)
2-17 1-) -;t4,1) 2:77 .1)1- j Wei tA)

.511.T.A (14 i=r A(P9... )1, ;19.1 I.» --liw,+4.0
where the A's are the spectral functions. We note a procedure for

(H. 7)

) (H. 8)

simplifying the evaluation of polynomial denominators, using the

identity

i Wet 4- (-4. it4).1-4.- V V - (.4 4- itAlev+ Ot wt. V (H. 9)
s-- 1

it4K iWn

where the denominators containing LA and V are like the denomina-

tors of Eq. (H. 8). It may be necessary to apply this procedure more

than once.
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APPENDIX I

COULOMB-PHONON INTERACTION

The monopole term of the ion-ion interaction may be rewritten

V =2. V1C4)- 1411:))
.121,tni

vk(e,e :Fic -Al 729
where the ion density operator is

ek
and

v'
Expanding the exponential which occurs in e Kz

ruf,) to r

and using the lattice sum rule

cS-s, 0

we obtain, after lengthy but straightforward calculation

V = " E v I it. &1"11- 4
Q,.../vs,... *' , k5Kj K:.)

K) kj

= Z 2_144. " E._,6 )(j p v:) ) j= LOCIr -- 12 g
f)÷

,

k J

where .-,)cj is a unit vector describing the polarization direction of

(I. 6)

the longitudinal optical phonon. Then the diagram for this contribu-

tion to the phonon self energy is Fig. 31(a). Treating this interaction

as a Coulomb interaction through a Coulomb propagator [Fig. 31(b) ,

the self energy becomes



(a)

(b)

AM.
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Figure 31. Coulomb-phonon interaction.
(a) Contribution to the phonon self energy from

Eq. (I. 6).

(b) Contribution of Fig. 31(a) treating Coulomb
interaction as a propagator.



Vac!, two)

with

71c/Vitl Vc C

t

k-

he Coulomb propagator given
g)

by (Appendix C)

and We identify the

f c' =

phonon interaction as

24,1 k)kj `Emj

112

(L. 7)
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APPENDIX J

MICROSCOPIC DERIVATION OF THE FROHLICH INTERACTION

The Frohlich electron-longitudinal optical phonon interaction is

the dominant electron phonon interaction in polar materials.

The purpose of this appendix is to show that the Fr6hlich inter-

action results from the monopole term in the ion-electron potential,

and is one of the natural consequences of the theory. We will see

that the Fr6hlich electron-longitudinal optical (LO) phonon interaction

should be interpreted as the electron-longitudinal polariton inter-

action.

In 1937, Frithlich (46, 47) derived the electron LO phonon inter-

action from a phenomenological viewpoint. He considered an electron

in a continuous medium with a single infrared-vibration frequency.

The interaction was that of an electron in the potential produced by a

continuum polarization wave. This polarization is related to the

classical static and high frequency dielectric constants (3, 47).

Later developments saw the quantization of the lattice vibrations, but

the Fr6hlich interaction is still described in terms of a quantized

phenomenological polarization (48, 49).

The electron ion interaction may be written

v= VCRC'v,)
1,evi



where the divergent background contribution was dropped and

e, e

and for monopoles we take

V

The ion density coefficient may be expanded in phonon operators

yielding (Appendix I)

/
K E..1.3 +
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(J. 2)

(J. 3)

(J. 4)

Performing the sum over the ion sites as in Appendix E we have for

the single polarization specified in Eq. (J. 4)

j =LO (E. 16)

We obtain

V= waIE. VI, L YLlX1\140 K 1,3 /4 :+; 3.LO (J. 5)

Thus, the lowest order electron-phonon interaction is longitudinal.

This expression is actually a higher order term in our development

of the phonon polariton. Since we have already renormalized the

interacting phonons and photons to give the polariton we replace the

longitudinal phonon frequency Go1/4.4.3 by the longitudinal polariton

frequency

tOr = tA) )1-

We have also seen that any longitudinal electromagnetic interaction

(J. 6)

in the medium is screened by the electrons in the

form of the longitudinal dielectric function



VO)(t,
V = ELcz, L.46) .

The first term in Eq. (J. 4) takes the form

-1/ (.011Ke I C-tv.N.Ye-19°161C, it.)K)="

4-\ K3 [Vic/EL-04)14,in)] ) v = LO (J. 8)

and represents the interaction between electrons described by (7we and
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(J. 7)

the longitudinal polariton via a Coulomb vertex. The Feynman

diagram for this interaction is shown in Fig. 32(b).

We show that the above electron polariton interaction reduces

to the phenomenological FrOhlich interaction in the long wavelength

(classical) region. The longitudinal dielectric function becomes

E Lot, ---0 E.= . (J. 9)

Using the definition of e4L [Eq. (1.7) ] and Eq. (III. 57) we are able to

derive

I/2-
eco E0, ) (J. 10)

pol
Using (. (..3L at k = (for the upper branch polariton) the

interaction becomes

ve-pol ne

631_
603 Et6 E,06

) =LO (J. 11)

We obtain for the long wavelength one phonon- polariton-electron

interaction

V = L k)L. (4: 60 ez-
K) K2-

(J. 12)

This is exactly the phenomenological FrOhlich interaction (46, 47).
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1W+.

Figure 32. The FrOhlich Interaction.

(a) The longitudinal phonon-polariton consists of the LO
phonon dressed by the Coulomb interaction with the
ions.

(b) The electron-longitudinal polariton vertex (FrOhlich
interaction).

(c) The usual Feynman representation of the FrOhlich
interaction. The FrOhlich matrix element is repre-
sented by phenomenological coupling constant which
is indicated by the large dot.
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Even though we get the usual FrOh Lich interaction, this deriva-

tion points out areas for possible improvement: (1) the potential

expansion in multipoles may need higher moments, and (2) processes,

with several final state phonons can be examined (these have appeared

in recent literature but with constant matrix elements) (50). The

coupling parameter, usually considered constant, is a wavevector

dependent quantity.

In passing, we note that it is possible to view the polaron as an

electron dressed with a polariton.
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APPENDIX K

MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PHOTON SELF ENERGY

We determine the major contribution to the radiation self

energy by establishing a hierarchy of interaction matrix elements

according to their relative magnitude. The vertices involved in the

comparisons will be labeled by the number of radiation operators,

, the number of phonon operators, , entering and leaving as in

Fig. 7. For example, (O!( ) denotes the magnitude of the matrix

element for a vertex involving one photon and one phonon. We first

show that the ( ) and the ( '- ) terms, the lowest order ion-

radiation interaction terms from the /4 p , and the A interactions

are comparable [see Eq. (III. 9) and Eq. (III. 10) ]. Then the magni-

tudes of the remaining terms are determined. Using the results so

obtained we compare the importance of the photon self energy terms

illustrated in Figs. 33 and 34.

The magnitude of the (o<() and (c1 ) interactions may be corn-

pared by examining the matrix elements given by Eqs. (III. 11) and

(III. 12). We have

Ca() I V ") n_ ,Pro_s1
P V t,3111

and

10-2-eV (K. 1)

m2.-

V Al "s 2 ) 0LeV (K. 2)
wit

which are of the same order of magnitude in the Reststrahlen region.



(b. 1)

(c. 1)

(d. 1)

(a. 2)

--

(b. 2)

(c. 2)

2)

(a. 3)

tor

(b. 3)

(c. 3)

(d. 2) (d. 3)

k )
Ns/

(e. 3)
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(e. 4)

Figure 33. Low order corrections to the photon self energy.



(a. 1)

120

a-, -3z)
(a. 2)

(a. 3) (a. 4)

1

(b. 1) (b, 2)

Figure 34. Low order corrections to photon self energy.
Each solid line represents an electron Green's function
and the outermost dot represents the external vertex.



The higher order terms of (0q3) and (0() are generated by

the expansion of the exponential

where the expansion parameter is tSIZCS,)

121

(K.3)

Since a typical lattice

displacement is 30 A and for the IR radiation K,1/4,10/0,4the parameter

is approximately 10-7. Approximate values for the anharmonic

matrix elements for NaCI are (51)

$3) ^j 1.t.\/

(s4) /°-2- ( (53)
(K.4)

We now evaluate the magnitudes of the diagrams in Fig. 33.

Since (p(.2- ) 10-7( k(, ) A, ( (X7- ), then Figs. 33(a. 1), 33(a. 2)

and 33(a. 3) are comparable (by which we mean that they are the same

order of magnitude). Using

( 10- ( 3) "a 05 ) "a I OC &el- ) K.5)

we see that the first diagram in each of the series Figs. 33(b),

33(c), and 33(d) dominates the two diagrams to its right. We now

compare Figs. 33(a. 1) and 33(c. 1) which are the two photon direct

absorption ( ) and absorption by one phonon (0(e7 ) followed by

its anharmonic decay into two phonons ( $3 )

The anharmonic absorption process may be described by the

effective interaction which occurs through a phonon, or
0(6 N

VVAS -i: v A

where PCkt4) is the transverse optical phonon Green's function.

For on-energy-shell behavior we have

6.) = wa!) = bk.),°1

(K. 6)

(K. 7)
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where CUri is the polariton frequency. From the polariton dis-

persion relation diagram (Fig. 1) we will estimate that the closest

40 comes to Gio in the region of interest is 10% of W., which gives

us

1 0 2.0
Wo0-

The anharmonic coupling constant is

VAN
,10-44-ev

Then the effective interaction becomes

VA\
lt-P

"J (000( io- eV)
With *O, ti . 05 eV we find

VA74 ^' I (04 62")

Clearly the absorption with anharmonic decay dominates over the

direct two photon absorption.

Fig. 33(b. 1) contains elements of both Figs. 33(a. 1) and

33(c. 1). Therefore its magnitude is also small compared to

Fig. 33(c. 1). Using the procedure above one may show that Figs.

33(d) are small compared to Fig. 33(c. 1). For example, Fig. 33(d. 1)

gives

( S-)L(.10)1 N ( 700 03)1-

(K. 8)

(K. 9)

(K. 10)

(K. 11)

and (D )2 ( 3 ) 2

10- if (c,(s)'1.(

is a representation of Fig. 33(c. 1).

(K. 12)

One may show that Figs. 33(e. 1) and 33(e. 4) provide constants

to the photon and phonon self energies respectively. Figs. 33(e. 2)

and 33(e. 3) are small vertex corrections to the interaction which gave

the polariton. Figs. 34(a. 1) through 34(a. 4) are high frequency
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(electronic) contributions to diagrams already considered. Figs.

34 (b. 1) and 34 (b. 2) may be shown to contribute to interesting bound

phonon effects.
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APPENDIX L

DISPERSION RELATIONS

The real and imaginary parts of a function are related through

the dispersion relations (52) which may be deduced if the analytic

behavior of the function is known. For example, we may determine

the analytic properties of the causal function -P(w) by supposing that

"r(.4) possesses a Fourier transform

F(t) = e 1-3

where the causal function F ft) is

0 +.,. <0
F (+) = )

F (t) ) t, ..).0

By definition, let us construct the function
rco

-P(a) = j . ot- F(0 c° 4t )
where 2 is a complex number. We write

(L. 1)

F ii) &. (Re E) te...(zw,-z)t (L. 4)

where Re. and Iwo designate the real and imaginary part and Re =

In the upper half plane where 1.10KI>0, the function and all its deriva-

tives exist. Hence -P(t) is a regular function in all finite parts of

the upper half plane. When +0 , we obtain

4 CI ) F (±) ei(Re 7.>
-co

ec)
( (4) )

the Fourier transformation of F ('t) . Thus, is the
(L. 5)

analytic

continuation of -PO4) into the complex plane. Now the function' '(2)

has no singularities in the upper half plane, and

"r(t.) "4O cAS I B.1 -4 co (L. 6)
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Cauchy's Integral formula is

-PCE) d,,
-Ftl) L-tr Sc -177i) (L. 7)

where -P(27 is a regular (analytic) function within and on the closed

contour c and is a point within c. We apply Cauchy's formula on

the real axis and on a large semicircle in the upper half plane
Ihn Zi

The integral on the semicircle vanishes since
(Re'Gde(31') -4- 141s)1w.x ) Re;e.15-ens

1-PCV31 moo( 4

where I -eCa.9 imo(

(L. 8)

is the maximum magnitude of -(se-e!) on the semi-

circle. With Z' on the real axis, z' =60' , we obtain

-P(14') ow,

We analytically continue -(CI) to the real axis

f(tM = Jim ie)
0

2'1T i
rcia -rcwo dwi

cct)-G)9
p) r .P439 d-cw-1.0-Trcouj

-co 3

where P indicates the Cauchy Principal Value. This gives us

P cd° -P .4')
.°-"" )-03 G,11 -6,1 14.)

,

)

(L. 9)

(L.10)

(L. 11)



We obtain for the real and imaginary parts of -Pak)) the dispersion

relations

Re -P(W) =

1.yy% -pcw) =

co 4041)

)-03 1"-)/ 6%)

(e° Re -P (w')
"1r )-co of
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(L. 12)

In the event that the function does not vanish as WI op , then we

"huse the subtracted dispersion relations obtained by replacing -Z.) in

the above by -P(,E.) - ) . Then using

4(co) Pra6 ciw,
(A.)

we obtain

-P(0.)) -ecoo =

0

-r-o419
)_co

The subtracted dispersion relations as applied to the dielectric

function yields the Krarners-Kronig relations.

( ecw' ot) w),
Re e(Go) +

P C I - Re et0] oikit
E CO) .2.- --yr

(L. 13)

(L. 14)

(L. 15)
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APPENDIX M

POLARITON DAMPING CONSTANT

To determine the damping constant we analytically continue the

dispersion relation {Eq. (IL 16) ] to obtain

GJz
(to ) r( K, W)

With

= 60r-

0 (M. 1)

(M. 2)

Here WI.- is the real part of the frequency and rrr is the damping

constant. For convenience we will suppress the dependence in

the following . In order that we have a well defined excitation we

must have
cji. >> ( (M. 3)

Expanding the self energy about Wp (the resonant approximation)

gives us

Tir( qr) TrICG.A.) ,11-2Jr) (M. 4)

Upon inserting this expression into the dispersion relation, equating

real and imaginary parts and keeping lowest order terms only, we

have

Lt4 )77- 14 [Re, Taw v. ) Tr-TT-A3)

and

Z. r; 2.(,);,
7(103r)

1?e Tr6,01

Dropping the the term in rir in the first of the above equations

(M. 5)

(since rn. and Tr are both very much smaller than GUI. ) we obtain



6,4 Ih1 7TTCwv.)
GOv.

bk) 71-7( L.1rit
Qr., Wk irT(t4r)
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(M. 6)

The roots of the latter equation give the polariton dispersion relations

which for rirr = 0 are given by Eq. (III. 62). Our expression for

is [Eq. (IV. 7)
G..);" .r1- (-31

7T7(0) / 2.
.4- ( _ N

1..klw- 1/414 -We, -2 6,14 (61)) 2.../4 24,0111 ' c-eol

In lowest order we have

Tee to)

(M. 7)

A.g fro -n-PWeZs(14) (M. 8)
4 re4.-- LAS:- cze,t, 0A)r )31 4 r2 r r)]

where we must use the above mentioned Wr as the argument. See

Eq. IV. 26) in the text for further details on this function.
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APPENDIX N

RAMAN SCATTERING CROSS SECTION

Raman scattering in a polar insulating solid may be described

as polariton-polariton scattering. Radiation of frequency G.) such

that E9» W» t incident upon a polar crystal can be thought of as

an almost pure photon-like polariton, i, e. , the polariton contains

little phonon character. Requiring Ei.,>> W keeps us out of the

Resonant Raman region. If we are examining scattered radiation of

frequency k.)' with (.4'S'14) , then energy and momentum conservation

imply that we have Raman scattering from the infrared polariton.

Mills and Burstein (26), using the Green's function technique,

were able to show that in a homopolar solid the phonon Raman scatter-

ing cross section is derivable from a photon self energy term, In

a polar solid their Raman scattering cross section takes the form

070, C ylk (4 W1 T. 5"'Z' 1 I Icio,A,

wt..) (it-11', 1(4,, (N. 1)

where (.J and I, are the frequency and wavevector of the incident

radiation respectively. DA'(V)iwyv,) is the scattered photon-like

polariton Green's function and Dir.), (it-Vlit..),\-40,,A) is the phonon-like

polariton Green's function. The function $ci,1)0,:(il4K) IWNA) cor-

responds to a vertex in which the incident photon creates an electron-

hole pair, the electron (or hole) interacts with an infrared polariton



and finally the electron drops back into the valence band emitting a

final state photon. In the form of a contribution to the photon self

energy this term takes the form shown in Fig. 35,

As long as E9> GO then 3,,,,,,,x(iLA.)1.6),A)
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is almost indepen-

dent of i t and . This may be seen explicitly in the lowest

order term of the above expression for the cross section which

Loudon (53) calculates using third order perturbation theory. This

allows the vertex to be factored out of the Matsubara sum giving
R

2.H....1..) is
Cr" (GO = IAA I I '')K1,1),v IKX cki..) . w% .iwn -0 0+ Ier 10%1

8-12- DA, Ci`...; Ej":(r.4.1, ; (N. 2)

We convert the sum over states to a wavevector integral

Tv 4 CF-ir-103 G411.1 -Cvzirt.c)3 S4)11-"We (1-C1-14' )
with

(N. 3)

(N. 4)

and where Gtn k, denotes the solid angle in K' space andVis the vol-

ume. We then obtain the Raman differential scattering cross section
claZ"),(0) 24 AT , 2.

olOk'claxi COLGO (21---1:7tC)3

4,1; itAim)15TrArk-t; iWrt- i Wm) (N. 5)
;1.4,v4(...)+iS

Rewriting the propagators in terms of their spectral functions we

obtain

)); =
L

I 2-1T - 1(.304

( N 6)
1,04)e,+- itJvin

We perform the Matsubara sum and take the limit

6.5 -4-;cr -E 00
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it4.,))

Figure 35. Photon self energy contribution corresponding
to infrared polariton Raman scattering. The
vertex consists of electron hole pairs denoted
by band indices n, n', n" and the heavy line
represents the polariton.
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Iyo A
tcc iWh

; 1)' iw (.)

V104 110")
iwn> c0+1 cr.

[ (I)) b.)).] 6-()4. -c,1) (N.7)
The cross section becomes

o(0.(^)) _ en.): V
Cr.) ( (.)--nc.3 1 1<x1)0,113-

S'f---17-: A ( i%;)))A1C1-Z-t) k) -14 [r)())) (w-

For Ei'>" 6,Y>) too the polariton described by Ax'(\ti)4))

and its spectral function is a sum of delta functions

Ah\>;(" )I)) = 716-0) + 14' ()) 64').7
Inserting this form into Eq. (N. 8) we obtain

et (w) 3I

(N.8)

is photon-like

tA)ti 0( _0_14, 2. InkC (A) (2--rrt c) Kr-A X

AlAr(-rci, w +1,4') (6,) -÷(.4) 03:,

+ Alf), (v:-Te,u3 - 4,4) PI 4,) - w-63 )11

(N. 9)

(N. 10)

where the spectral function is found from the imaginary part of the

Green's function

A7"( 14-) 1^) = lW 12A 1,0 ,

Using Eq. 15) we obtain

Z 60R MA., -rot, to
(,)) r

PLCc(4) 2-t,4 Re-Ifrot,(42-412 GJ
is given by Eq. (IV. 7)where 7TR, 4...))

The tensor

(N. 11)

iiv)776t,t,,01 (N. 12)

_alF; (03- r-I- - (N. 13).2(...)k[Q2--(4)2--z64,6,03 2r.JK
21.`)

wAxi t-3n)ttA)...,)

dependence of the scattering.

contains most of the polarization


